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detail from furniture to wall covering – fooled even the employees, who thought
they were working for a licensed Apple retailer.
While the “discovery” of a fake retail shop may come as little surprise to those
who have worked for some time in China, it should nevertheless remind
businesses of their relentless marketplace competition. And above all, it should
motivate organizations to protect their most valuable assets in China – their
intellectual property.
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TIANJIN NEWS

Seven cities form tourism alliance

Sembcorp signs 3 MOUs to expand
water business

Tianjin included in pilot to permit
private clinics

The Ministry of Health issued a circular
that allows individuals to set up private
clinics in several pilot cities from 1 July.
In order to gain permission, applicants
must be physicians who have worked in
health care or medical institutions for 5
years after gaining a physician certification, and they must also be healthy and
unemployed or retired. The service scope
of a private clinic must be in accordance
with the physician's professional field,
and the clinic must meet various standards
set down by the ministry. In the circular,
the ministry also encouraged experienced
doctors to set up traditional Chinese medicine clinics. The pilot program will run for
1 year in Tianjin, Shenyang, Changchun,
Xiamen and Kunming.
- Xinhua, 1 July

As the Beijing-Shanghai High Speed
Rail increases travel convenience, 7 cities
along the route including Beijing, Tianjin
and Nanjing have united to form a city
tourism alliance. The 7 cities signed a declaration of cooperation, aiming to promote
regional tourism along the railway. The
declaration requires the signatories to cooperate in areas such as passenger source
search, tourism promotion and cross-city
customer service. Tourism authorities and
travel agencies have started to promote
one-day or two-day tours, targeting weekend travelers.
- China.org, 5 July
More cities using green energy by
2015

Okay Airways receives 2 MA60s
from AVIC

Tianjin-based Okay Airways took delivery of two domestically produced MA60
turboprops from AVIC. The aircraft will
be operated on new routes from Yantai
to Dalian, Weiha, Dandong and Weifang.
$VRI-XQH2ND\ VÀHHWFRPSULVHG
aircraft. AVIC has sold 181 MA60s, 61 of
which have been delivered.
- aviationbrief.com, 4 July
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It’s estimated that by 2015, the country
could see as much as 100 cities using alternative energy sources, 200 counties getting
energy through unconventional means,
1,000 places demonstrating new energy
uses, and 10,000 towns relying on renewaEOHHQHUJ\7LDQMLQ<XMLDSX¿QDQFLDOGLVWULFW
ZDVQRPLQDWHGDVWKH¿UVWORZFDUERQPRGel town project in the Asia-Pacific region.
In pursuing a low-carbon development, Li
Bo, the president of the Tianjin Innovative
Finance Investment Ltd., noted that the
buildings in the city are being constructed
in accordance with green standards. “Last
year, we signed cooperative agreements
with more than 60 low-carbon enterprises
from home and abroad,” Mr. Li said.
- Ecoseed, 6 July

Sembcorp has said its wholly-owned subsidiary, Sembcorp Utilities, has signed
three agreements to further explore the
expansion of its water business in China.
The first Memorandum of Understanding
(MOU) is between Sembcorp and Tianjin
Lingang Industrial Area Construction and
Development Co to explore forming a joint
venture to build, own and operate a 12,000
cubic-metre-per-day water reclamation
plant. The second MOU is with the Harbin Wan Xing Long Company to explore
acquiring a 50,000 cubic-metre-per-day
municipal wastewater treatment plant and a
FXELFPHWUHSHUGD\ZDWHUUHFODPDtion plant in Heilongjiang Province.
- Channel News Asia, 7 July
Large-scale military drills

The Tianjin Garrison Command of the Chinese People's Liberation Army held largescale military drills in Tianjin in July. Over
6,000 members of militias and other paramilitary groups were mobilized to participate in the drills, which were designed to
test the capabilities of the city's paramilitary
forces in maintaining social stability and
dealing with natural disasters, according to
Dong Zeping, the commander of the garrison command. Twenty-four emergency
detachments displayed their skills during a
series of disaster mitigation and anti-terror
exercises. A large number of helicopters
and boats were mobilized for forest fire,
HDUWKTXDNHDQGÀRRGGULOOV/RJLVWLFDOXQLWV
also demonstrated their capabilities by
VHWWLQJXS¿HOGWHQWVRSHUDWLQJPRELOHFDQteens and conducting rescue activities.
- China Daily, 7 July
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Port to inject 230m CNY into
ÀQDQFLDOÀUP
Tianjin Port intends to inject 230 million
CNY into Tianjin Port Finance, of which
168 million CNY will be injected to the
new financial firm’s registered capital
while the remainder will supplement its
capital surplus, reports China Securities
Journal. Tianjin Port estimated an investPHQWSD\EDFNSHULRGRI\HDUVZLWK
a profit margin of 10.1% for the capital
injection. Tianjin Port Finance reported
UHYHQXH RI  PLOOLRQ &1< DQG QHW
SUR¿WRIPLOOLRQ&1<LQ4
- Steelguru, 11 July
Dow & Dragon Crown Group to
form logistics centre
Dow Chemical and Dragon Crown Group
plan to jointly form a 200–million-USD
logistics centre in Tianjin South Port
Industrial Park, reports yicai.com. The
50-hectare project, Dow’s first chemical
logistics centre in China, will have direct
access to a deep-water zone and railway
systems with annual throughput capacLW\ RI  PLOOLRQ WRQV7KH FHQWUH ZLOO
employee 300 people. Dragon Crown is
an integrated terminal service provider
specializing in the storage and handling
of liquid chemical products.
- Hong Kong Business, 12 July
Carmaker FAW to inject assets into
listing vehicle
Major Tianjin automaker FAW Group
has worked out a detailed plan to create
a listing vehicle, moving a step closer
to a long-awaited initial public offering. FAW would inject its 53% stake in
)$:&DU&R/WGDQGKROGLQJVLQ
Tianjin FAW Xiali Automobile Co Ltd
into the new company, capitalised at 78
billion CNY (12.1b USD), according to
DVWRFNH[FKDQJH¿OLQJ)$: V,32SODQ
has been postponed repeatedly, in part
because of its complicated shareholding
structure and lengthy approval procedures. If the plan goes ahead, it would
make FAW the last of China's big three
auto groups to go public, following
SAIC Motor Corp Ltd and Dongfeng
Motor Group Co Ltd.
- Reuters, 13 July

China's first Intellectual Property
exchange center

Tianjin Binhai International Intellectual
Property Exchange., Ltd. (Binhai IPE)
was registered in the Tianjin Development Zone at the beginning of 2011. As
China's first international, professional,
IP exchange service agency, Binhai IPE
made its debut during the Fifth China International Private Equity Forum, hosted
in Tianjin in June. It was jointly launched
by The Northern Technology Exchange
Market, Tianjin Intellectual Property Service Center, Beijing Xinzhengtai Investment Company Limited and Singapore
Zhongding Shengshi International Investment Company Limited. Total investment
is expected to reach 1.2 million USD.
- China Daily, 18 July
Mayor Hsu promotes Hsinchu City
to backpackers
The 2011 Taiwan Products Exhibition
in Tianjin kicked off 7 July at Meijiang
Convention and Exhibition Center. In
order to tap the potential market of backpackers, Hsinchu Mayor Hsu Ming-tsai
appeared in person at the exhibition to
welcome people to visit the Taiwan Pavilion Expo in Hsinchu while visiting the
LVODQG7KLVLVWKH¿UVWWLPH+VLQFKX&LW\
has participated in the Taiwan Products
Exhibition in Tianjin.
- Taiwannews, 18 July
Tianjin Airlines launches daily service to Hong Kong
Tianjin Airlines’ aircraft branded with the
website Weibo.com, a Chinese equivalent
RI7ZLWWHURSHUDWHGLWV¿UVWURXWHWR+RQJ
Kong. Tianjin Airlines, the regional sister
carrier to Hainan Airlines, on 15 July
launched a daily service from its Tianjin
(TSN) base to Hong Kong (HKG). The
NP URXWH LV RSHUDWHG ZLWK (
aircraft, competing with Air China’s nine
ÀLJKWVDZHHN
- Xinhua, 21 July
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Tianjin Port’s world-class
expansion
Tianjin Port (Group) Co. is set to build
DVTNPZRUOGFODVVDUWL¿FLDOLVODQGLQ
the eastern maritime area of Dongjiang
Free Trade Port Zone. As the world's
¿IWKODUJHVWSRUWE\WKURXJKSXW7LDQMLQ
Port has achieved its goal to be a firstclass global port. In the coming 15
years, Tianjin Port (Group) will further
adjust its industrial structure to be a
leading global company.
- Xinhua, 22 July

thon) Ltd. The deal, costing 1.68 billion
CNY (260m USD), will give Longyuan
a 20-year contract to supply electricity
to the local grid. This arrangement will
generate an estimated 12% return on the
investment, according to the company.
- China Daily, 14 July
%DQNHUXUJHVÀVFDOSUXGHQFHWR
WDPHLQÁDWLRQ

Formosa Plastics heir to operate
in Tianjin

The US-based JM Eagle Co., headed by
Wang Wen-hsiang, the son of Formosa
Plastics founder Y.C. Wang, recently
DQQRXQFHGWKDWLWZRXOGEXGJHWPLOlion USD to set up an operating headquarters and a new polyvinyl chloride
(PVC) plant in Tianjin. The project is a
part of the 15.3 billion CNY investment
agreements inked by Tianjin-Taiwan
Investment Association and Tianjin Harbor Bonded Zone authority. JM Eagle is
the world`s largest manufacturer of PVC
pipes, with annual sales exceeding 1.6
billion USD.
- cens.com, 14 July

FINANCE
Wind power companies breaking
into foreign markets
&KLQD VZLQGSRZHUFRPSDQLHVDUH¿QGing their way into overseas markets,
ZKHUH¿HUFHFRPSHWLWLRQKDVSUHYLRXVO\
limited their presence, usually by acquiring existing projects or investing in
joint venture efforts. China Longyuan
Power Group Corp (CLPG), the world's
third-largest wind power operator by inVWDOOHGFDSDFLW\WRRNLWV¿UVWVWHSRYHUseas by acquiring the rights to develop a
100-megawatt project in Ontario, Canada from Farm Owned Power (Melanc-
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Green energy investment hits
global high

&KLQDKDVWRVFDOHEDFNLWVPDVVLYH¿VFDO
spending to tame inflation, said Zhang
Yuanjun, vice-president of the central
bank's branch in Harbin. China's fiscal
spending, along with the lack of central
bank independence, was a root cause
of inflation. "When the central bank
realises there are inflationary pressures
and wants to take prudent measures,
there are often different voices among
¿VFDODXWKRULWLHVZURWH=KDQJ&KLQD V
central bank, unlike its counterparts in
other major economies, exercises no autonomy in monetary policy and behaves
like a ministry that reports to China's
State Council, the cabinet. As such, the
central bank's policy decisions are often
LQÀXHQFHGE\RWKHUSRZHUIXOPLQLVWULHV
in the cabinet.
- Reuters, 4 July
Foreign investment slows on tightening policy
Foreign direct investment in to China has
slowed as the government steps up its
efforts to rein in the country's economic
growth rate. In June, foreign investment
grew just 2.8% to 12.86 billion USD compared to a year earlier, down from May's
+RZHYHUGXULQJWKH¿UVWPRQWKV
of the year China attracted investments
ZRUWKELOOLRQ86'XSRQD
year ago. China said its economy grew by
LQWKHVHFRQGTXDUWHU/DVW\HDUIRUeign investors pumped 105.7 billion USD
into China in an attempt to get a share of
the fast-growing economy.
- BBC, 15 July

Global investment in renewable energy
sources grew by 32% during 2010 to reach a
record 211 billion USD, a UN study reported. The main growth drivers were backing
for wind farms in China and rooftop solar
panels in Europe, it said. It also found that
developing nations invested more in green
SRZHUWKDQULFKQDWLRQVIRUWKH¿UVWWLPHODVW
year. In 2010, developing economies spent
PRUHRQ¿QDQFLDOQHZLQYHVWPHQWSXPSing 72 billion USD into renewable projects
compared with the 70 billion USD outlay by
developed economies. China topped the taEOHRILQYHVWRUVDJDLQVSHQGLQJELOOLRQ
86'XSIURP
- BBC, 8 July
Machinery maker aiming for niche
in global building market

Working around the clock, China’s biggest heavy-machinery maker is putting the
final touches on sections of the new east
span of the San Francisco Bay Bridge, the
biggest project so far for the state-run giant expanding in the global construction
market. California outsourced manufacturing of the main parts of the bridge to
Shanghai Zhenhua Heavy Industries Co
WR VDYH  PLOOLRQ 86' RQ ODERU DQG
materials costs. Zhenhua is hoping success
in the 6.3 billion USD project will clinch
its reputation as a top-notch builder able to
meet the most stringent safety and quality
VSHFL¿FDWLRQV
- Washington Post, 11 July
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Starwood Hotels may consider
listing in China.

June home sales rise 31%, boosted by small cities

Starwood Hotels & Resorts Worldwide
Inc., owner of the St. Regis and W brands,
may consider listing in Shanghai if foreign
companies gain approval; the company
expects China to overtake the US as the
world’s biggest hotel market. “If tomorrow, listing here is an easy thing to do,
would we consider it? Yes,” said President
and Chief Executive Officer Frits van
Paasschen in an interview in Shanghai. “I
wouldn’t rule it out.” China’s hotel market
may eventually exceed the US, said van
Paasschen, who has been in the country
with his executives since 8 June to assess
the industry and meet local developers.
- Bloomberg, 12 July

China’s June housing transactions rose
31% from May as homebuyers defied
government curbs and developers posted
gains from sales in smaller cities. The
value of homes sold in June increased
WRELOOLRQ&1< ELOOLRQ86' 
FRPSDUHGZLWKELOOLRQ&1<EDVHG
RQ¿UVWKDOIHFRQRPLFGDWDSURYLGHGE\
China’s statistics bureau. More developers are selling homes in so-called thirdand fourth-tier or less-affluent cities
which haven’t introduced local restrictions or are immune to nationwide measures targeting speculators, who usually
buy in bigger metropolitan areas.
- Businessweek, 13 July

Tax revenues surge 30%
&KLQD V WD[ UHYHQXHV LQ WKH ¿UVW KDOI RI
WKH\HDUVXUJHGIURPD\HDUHDUlier to 5 trillion CNY (773 billion USD),
underscoring the government's ability
to deal with any fallout from piles of
local government debt. Tax revenue
JURZWKVORZHGIURPDULVHLQWKH
¿UVW TXDUWHU RI WKLV \HDU 5HYHQXHIURP
corporate income tax surged 38.3% in
WKH¿UVWKDOIZKLOHSHUVRQDOLQFRPHWD[
FOLPEHG  DQG FRQVXPSWLRQ WD[
rose 20.2%, the Ministry of Finance
stated on its website (www.mof.gov.cn).
- Reuters, 19 July
8 bln USD enter China's venture
capital market during H1
China's Zero2IPO Group, a leading research institution for the country's venture
capital and private equity industry, said that
a record 8.1 billion USD entered China's
YHQWXUHFDSLWDOPDUNHWGXULQJWKH¿UVWKDOI
of 2011. In a report released by the group,
SURMHFWVLQSURYLQFHVDQGFLWLHVKDYH
raised funds from the venture capital mar-
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NHWGXULQJWKH¿UVWKDOIXS\HDURQ
year. Beijing and Shenzhen were ranked 1
and 2 in terms of the venture capital investment attraction.
-www.gov.cn, 7 July

Baidu signs music deal with studios,
ends legal wrangle

Strong KFC sales in China lift profits at Yum Foods

Profits at KFC owner Yum Brands have
risen 10% thanks to another big rise in sales
at its Chinese outlets. The fast food giant's
QHWSUR¿WIRUWKHWKUHHPRQWKVWR$SULO
was 316 million USD, up from 286 million
USD a year earlier. Like-for-like sales at
its Chinese outlets grew 18% in the three
months to 30 April. China now accounts
IRUPRUHWKDQRI<XP VSURILWV7KH
increase in same-store sales in China offset
a decline in the US, where they fell 5%
at KFC. Sales were also lower at the US
branches of Yum's two other main brands,
Taco Bell and Pizza Hut. Yum now expects
LWVIXOO\HDUSUR¿WVWRLQFUHDVHE\XS
from its previous target of 10% growth, despite the continuing impact of higher wages
and commodity prices in China.
- BBC, 14 July

Baidu, China's largest search engine, signed
an agreement with a joint venture owned by
Universal Music, Warner Music and Sony
Music to distribute songs through its mp3
search service. The deal ends years of legal
wrangling over charges that Baidu abetted piracy via its mp3 search that provided
links to download pirated music. Baidu
signed the deal with One-Stop China for its
music catalogues and new releases that can
be streamed or downloaded from Baidu's
servers. Baidu also launched Ting, a social
music platform. Under the terms of the
deal, Baidu will remunerate music content
owners on a per-play and per-download basis for all tracks delivered through its mp3
search service and its Ting platform.
- Reuters, 19 July
China to pilot carbon emission
trading

LAW & POLICY
After amendment, 60m exempt
from paying tax
The number of people who have to pay
personal income tax will decrease from
 PLOOLRQ WR  PLOOLRQ DIWHU &KLQD
raised the monthly personal income tax
threshold, reported The Beijing News,
citing a senior official. The National
People's Congress (NPC) said on 30 June
that it would raise the monthly personal
LQFRPHWD[WKUHVKROGWR&1< 
USD) from the current 2,000 CNY, effective 1 September. After public opinion
was solicited by the NPC, a previously
proposed 3,000 CNY threshold was
raised to 3,500 CNY.
-China Daily 1 July
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China will start a pilot carbon emissions
trading project, and gradually set up a
carbon emissions trading market. Speaking at the Eco-Forum Global 2011 in
Guiyang, capital of Southwest China's
Guizhou province, Xie Zhenhua, viceminister of the National Development
and Reform Commission, said China
would also speed up the establishment of
a standardized system for energy saving
and environmental protection, and tighten
regulations on identifying and labeling
low-carbon products.
- China Daily, 18 July

Province looks to ease one-child
policy
Guangdong has applied to the central
JRYHUQPHQWWRDOORZTXDOL¿HGFRXSOHVWR
have two children if either the husband or
the wife is an only child, reported China
Daily. "The province... is now waiting for
approval to be the leader in the country
in the relaxation of the family-planning
policy," said Zhang Feng, Director of
the Guangdong Population and FamilyPlanning Commission. Guangdong's birth
rate had remained low for more than 10
years, Zhang said, with women there giving birth to 1.7 children on average over
the past decade. China's most recent census released in April showed the proportion of young Chinese is shrinking as the
elderly population grows, a fact many demographers have warned could choke the
world's fastest-growing major economy
as fewer people are left to work and pay
for a greying population.
- Telegraph.co.uk, 14 July
New rare earth export quotas
The Ministry of Commerce (MOC) announced the second batch of rare earth
export quotas for this year, totaling
15,738 tonnes. The quotas almost doubled the corresponding second batch of
rare earth export caps last year, which
VWRRG DW  WRQQHV7ZHQW\VL[ UDUH
earth producers will share the quotas,
according to a table posted on the MOC
website. Baotou Iron and Steel (Group)
Co., Ltd., a mining giant based in north
China's Inner Mongolia Autonomous Region, got the largest export quota of rare
earth, 3,220 tonnes, followed by China
Minmetals Corp. with a quota of 1,327
tonnes.
- China Daily, 15 July
China adds micro-business category
China's top economic regulators subdivided categories of small- and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) by adding a "microsized enterprises" category. The new
FDWHJRU\VWDQGDUGZDVUHOHDVHGRQ-XO\
by the National Development and Reform
Commission, National Bureau of Statistics, Ministry of Finance and Ministry of
Industry and Information (MIIT). MicroVL]HGHQWHUSULVHVDUHGH¿QHGDVFRPSDQLHV
with 20 employees or less and 3 million
&1< 86' RUOHVVLQDQQXDOLQ-
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FRPH7KHQHZ60(VWDQGDUGLQYROYHV
industries, and includes real estate, leasing and commercial services, information
transmission, software and information
technology service industries.
- China Daily, 5 July

LOGISTICS
Air France-KLM targets 20%
China sales growth

Air France-KLM SA, Europe's largest airline by revenue, is targeting sales
growth of at least 20% per year in China.
"We aim for 20 percent minimum growth
each year," said Marnix H. Fruitema,
VHQLRUYLFHSUHVLGHQWIRU$VLD3DFL¿F,Q
$VLD3DFL¿FZHDUHORRNLQJDW¿YHPRUH
destinations in the coming two years,"
Fruitema said, adding that one or two
would be in China. Air France-KLM's
biggest Asian market is currently Japan,
but the carrier is looking to boost China
sales by adding routes. More recently
WKLV\HDUWKHDLUOLQHVWDUWHGÀ\LQJWRWKH
southern city of Xiamen. Air France./0ÀLHVWRHLJKWGHVWLQDWLRQVLQ&KLQD
- Reuters, 6 July
China Auto Logistics reports a doubled line of credit
China Auto Logistics Inc., one of China's
leading developers of automobile-related
websites, sellers of imported luxury vehicles and providers of automobile-related
services, reported that its aggregate lines
of credit including a newly added 80 milOLRQ&1< P86' OLQHIURP&KLQD
0LQVKHQJ %DQN KDYH LQFUHDVHG WR 
PLOOLRQ&1< P86' 7KLVUHSUHsents a more than doubling of the compaQ\ VOLQHRIFUHGLWIURPPLOOLRQ&1<
(61.5m USD) at the end of last year. "As
China's banks continue to tighten their
grip on lending, our success is a positive

UHÀHFWLRQRIRXUVWURQJEDQNLQJUHODWLRQships built mainly on our overall track
record of outstanding growth and financial performance," stated CEO and Chairman Mr. Tong Shiping.
- Marketwatch, 13 July
Hudong-Zhonghua wins 1b USD LNG
ship orders
Shanghai's Hudong-Zhonghua Shipbuilding has signed orders to build four liquefied natural gas (LNG) carriers worth
about 1 billion USD from joint ventures
of Japan's Mitsui OSK Lines (MOL),
its first major LNG export orders. Ship
brokers said the ships, which can each
carry 172,000 cubic metres of LNG, were
expected to cost about 200-250 million
USD apiece. The South China Morning Post reported Hudong-Zhonghua is
controlled by China State Shipbuilding
Corp, one of the two largest shipbuilding
conglomerates in the country.
- Reuters, 18 July
$LU&KLQDJHWVÀUVW%RHLQJ(5

$LU&KLQDUHFHLYHGWKH¿UVWRI%RHLQJ
(5VRQRUGHUPDNLQJLWWKH¿UVW
DLUOLQHRQWKH&KLQHVHPDLQODQGWRÀ\WKH
aircraft. Boeing is scheduled to deliver 3
more 777-300ERs to Air China this year.
Boeing also announced that GE Capital
Aviation Services took delivery of its
WK%RHLQJMHWDIRU&KLQD¶V
Xiamen Airlines.
- Seattle Post Intelligencer, 22 July
TELECOM & TRANSPORTATION
China Communications Construction delays 3b USD IPO
State-controlled builder China Communications Construction Co Ltd has
delayed a plan to raise up to 20 billion
CNY (3b USD) via a Shanghai listing,
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reported Bloomberg. The company originally aimed to launch the IPO in July
or August, Chairman Zhou Jichang was
quoted by the news agency as saying.
Already listed in Hong Kong, the company still hopes to complete a Shanghai
listing this year. China Communications
Construction aimed to issue up to 3.5 billion A-shares in Shanghai, with part of
WKHSURFHHGVXVHGWRIXQGDELOOLRQ
CNY takeover of an infrastructure firm,
the company said in December.
- Reuters, 8 July
Baidu, Microsoft co-op on search
service
Microsoft Corp and Baidu Inc, China's
biggest search engine, are joining forces
in the world's largest Internet market.
Microsoft will provide English-language
results from its Bing search engine on
Baidu "within this year", the two companies said in a news release. Zhang
Dongchen, Baidu assistant president,
said about 10 million English-language
searches are made on Baidu every day,
mainly by professionals and university
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students in China. The cooperation "will
strengthen Baidu's position in the search
market in China and for Microsoft,
%DLGX VODUJHWUDI¿FDOVRSURYLGHVDSODWform for it to promote itself," said Dong
Xu, an analyst with domestic research
company Analysys International.
- China Daily, 5 July

Officer Tim Cook said the company had
huge growth in China for the past three
quarters with total revenue from the country reaching 8.8 billion USD.
- China Daily, 21 July
China ramps up military use of
space

Apple's sales in China grow sixfold

Apple Inc needs to improve its Chinese
market strategy to match its surging
growth in the country, industry experts
told China Daily. According to its recent
quarterly report, the US-based company's
third-quarter sales revenue in China surged
sixfold year-on-year to 3.8 billion USD. In
an earnings call, Apple's Chief Operating

China is developing cutting-edge satellites that will allow it to project power
far beyond its shores. A report in an advanced copy of October's Journal of Strategic Studies, a U.K.-published defence
and security journal, says that the rapid
development of advanced reconnaissance
satellites to enable China to track hostile

Biz Briefs

forces in real time and guide ballistic
missiles has become a key to the modernisation of its forces. "China's constellation of satellites is transitioning from the
limited ability to collect general strategic
information, into a new era in which it
will be able to support tactical operations
as they happen," the report said. "China
may already be able to match the United
States' ability to image a known, stationary target and will likely surpass it in the
flurry of launches planned for the next
two years."
- Reuters, 12 July

GENERAL
1 dead, 28 injured in Beijing subway
accident
One person died and 28 others were injured – two seriously – after an escalator
DFFLGHQW DW DP DW WKH$ H[LW RI WKH
=RR6WDWLRQRQ/LQH7KHLQIRUPDWLRQ
office of the Beijing municipal government said some people on the escalator
fell down after "an escalator malfunction". In photos posted by witnesses on
microblogs, several people were seen lying on the ground – apparently after falling down from the escalator – and were
helped by others. The government has
demanded a probe into the accident while
asking all subway operators to immediately launch checks of facilities to ensure
safety.
- China Daily, 5 July
 5HDO 0DGULG IULHQGOLHV KHOS
Dreams of Shoes

Centurion and Real Madrid FC, exclusive
operators of Real Madrid Tour China
2011, will cooperate with China Charities Aid Foundation (CCAF), focusing
on the Dreams of Shoes charity project.
On 11 July, they held the "CCAF & Cen-

turion Cooperation signing ceremony".
This event was part of their support for
China’s football advancement initiatives
accompanying the friendly matches to be
held in August. Real Madrid FC will hold
WZRIULHQGO\PDWFKHVRQHRQ$XJXVWDW
Guangzhou Tianhe Stadium and the other
on 6 August at Tianjin Olympic Centre
stadium. Centurion will sponsor CCAF’s
Dreams of Shoes fund. The charity fund
will be used for new shoes, sporting
goods and activities for needy children in
WKH<DQJW]H5LYHUVRXUFHDUHD4LQJKDL
Province, in August.
– 14 July
Basketball star Yao Ming retires

China's biggest sports star, basketball
player Yao Ming, has announced his
retirement after weeks of rumours. The
7ft 6in (2.3m) Houston Rockets player
said he had been suffering ever since he
broke his foot at the end of last year. Yao
had missed an estimated 250 regularseason games – roughly half of Houston's
schedule – in the last six seasons with a
number of foot and ankle injuries. Analysts say Yao has had a huge international
impact on the game and was a driving
force behind the NBA establishing a
China venture in 2007. Yao said he would
join up with Chinese team the Shanghai
Sharks, possibly in the role of general
manager.
- BBC News, 21 July

To subscribe to our daily Biz Briefs
E-newsletter, please email
bizbriefs@businesstianjin.com
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20

June imports rose 19.3%, from a year
earlier, to 139.7 billion USD, the weakest
in 20 months. Tightening monetary
policies kicked in, resulting in the biggest
monthly trade surplus this year.

3.67%

China's gold output for the first five
months of this year rose 3.67% year-onyear to hit 132.02 metric tons, according
to statistics released by the Ministry of
Industry and Information Technology.

93,000

7LDQMLQ LV FXUUHQWO\ FRQVWUXFWLQJ WKH
largest cancer prevention, treatment
and research base in Asia, which will
come into service soon. With a gross
ÀRRUDUHDRIVTXDUHPHWHUVWKH
hospital will be able to serve 500,000
outpatients and perform over 20,000
surgical operations annually.

6,000

On 6 July 2011, over 6,000 members of
militias and other emergency response
groups were mobilized to participate
LQ GULOOV GHVLJQHG WR WHVW 7LDQMLQ V
paramilitary forces in maintaining
social stability and dealing with natural
disasters.

nd

2

Tianlian I-02, China’s 2nd data relay
satellite, blasted off from the Xichang
Satellite Launch Center in Southwest
Sichuan province on 11 July.

6.4%

China's consumer price index (CPI),
WKH PDLQ JDXJH RI LQÀDWLRQ MXPSHG WR
6.4% year-on-year in June, the highest
level in three years.

30.3%

China's foreign exchange reserves
rose by a faster-than-expected 30.3%
year-on-year by the end of June to
reach 3.2 trillion USD, a possible indicator of an increasing inflow of "hot
money".

11

Eleven environmental organizations have
sent an open letter to ConocoPhillips
China and China National Offshore Oil
Corp Ltd calling for a "full apology for
the concealment of recent oil leaks and
their failure to immediately disclose the
VSHFL¿FVRIWKHLQFLGHQWV

4,330

A n a t i o n w i d e c ra c k d o w n o n f a k e
goods that ran from October to June
VHL]HG  EDWFKHV RI SRRUTXDOLW\
products with a total market value of
249 million USD.

st

1

China secured its 1st top-level
management post in the International
Monetary Fund (IMF). Economist Min
Zhu, a former deputy governor of the
People's Bank of China and a special
adviser to the fund, was given a newlycreated deputy managing director post.
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9,031

Chinese police have arrested 9,031
suspects in a nine-month campaign
aimed at cracking down on piracy and
other infringements of intellectual
property rights.

Press Review

Energy service is upgrading
in China

Rare earths discovery won’t
solve US-China tensions

12 July 2011, New Fortune

5 July 2011, The Atlantic

The total volume of energy consumption
(EC) in China in 2009 increased by 30%
from 2005. On 5 March 2011, Premier
Wen Jiabao said that during the 12th
Five Year Plan, EC per GDP and carbon
dioxide emissions should be reduced by
16% and 17% respectively. Thus EC must
decrease by 3.6% per year. In the coming years, China will struggle
to save and conserve energy.

China produces more rare earth minerals than any other nation in the world.
Its dominance affects foreign polic by
exploiting the near-monopoly.

Inefficiency in the Chinese energy infrastructure is a chronic
problem. Take the power grid for example. While US power
grid-efficiency (PGE) is at 55%, Japan’s up to 60% and northern
European countries approaching 70%, PGE in China is below 35%.
In addition, China is significantly behind developed countries in
energy grid security management: power interruptions averaged
9.11 hours for urban customers in 2009, 7-8 times higher than in
other major nations.
China’s energy demands create great development opportunities.
With the encouragement of new policies and funding, national
energy services have progresses. Shenyin Wanguo Securities
Research points out that the energy investment industry will
conservatively grow by 18% from 2011 to 2015, and 30% from
2016 to 2020.

But Japanese scientists report discovering 100 billion tons of rare earth minerals – about 1000 times the rest of the known global supply – at the
floor of the Pacific Ocean. The discovery has led analysts to predict
the end of China’s reign over the resources. “The higher prices
caused by restricted access to rare earths are leading to new supplies, which will in turn bring prices down again,” wrote the Wall
Street Journal editorial board.
Mining at the bottom of the Pacific, however, may be 5-7 years away.
Rare earth elements have never been mined from such depths before; the technology to do so must first be developed and installed.
The mining of rare earth metals is extremely detrimental to the
environment when done on land. Mining safely underwater is still
years away.
The authors note that removing any piece of leverage, such as the hold
on earth metals, does little to change how China and the developed
world still “see themselves as inherently at-odds with one another”.

+RQJ.RQJDQWKHU¿QDQFLDO
channel for mainland companies

Chinese insurance
– where the state does too little

11 July 2011, Economy & Nation Weekly

23-29 July 2011, The Economist

Due to the tightening of China’s lending
policy, companies now prefer the rates
and liquidity of funds in Hong Kong.
Increasing numbers of companies listed
in Hong Kong are issuing CNY bonds
there.

Most nations’ insurance industries are
characterized by steady growth, modest
returns and dividends. China’s, however,
rides the rapid growth of insurers’ rising
share prices.

Yet even more popular than the bond market is the credit market. Mainland companies register in Hong Kong simply to apply
for loans. “For months, there are mainland companies asking for
loans, from less than 200,000 HKD to several millions,” said Simon
Lam, assistant manager of loans at Hong Kong Hang Seng Bank.

China’s size, increasing affluence and
relative immaturity in the industry make
it a target for domestic and international insurance companies,
just as it was in the 19th and early 20th centuries. Following the
revolution, all insurance companies were shut down, with the idea
that the state would provide for everyone.

Some Hong Kong banks have operations for CNY business and
provide favorable rates. Most mainland companies applying for
loans in Hong Kong, however, prefer HKD or USD to CNY, considering the exchange rate risk.

State-owned shipping insurance stuck around, and in 1988 the
government allowed the establishment of Ping An Insurance, now
valued at 66 billion USD. Another, “China Life, is the only pure
insurance company in the world worth more than Ping An.”

The Hong Kong Financial Services Authority (HKFSA) reported
that total loans in 2010 amounted to 940 billion HKD, an increase of 29% over 2009. Of those, loans from mainland nonbank
customers increased by 444 billion HKD, a 47% jump.

Now China is a huge market for insurers. “The provision of social insurance – for ill-health, accidents and old age – is either
inadequate or non-existent.” China’s insurance companies quickly
dominated the market, where foreign firms must enter via joint
ventures or minority direct stakes. Only AIA, spinoff of AIG, was
allowed a license based on history. Its paltry 1% market share accounts for 8% of all its new business. A tiny increase in market
share greatly impacts insurance companies operating in China.

Though a common practice for SMEs, application for Hong Kong
loans is growing among large-scale enterprises. According to the
president of HKFSA, at present, most of the surge in customers is
from state-owned or provincial enterprises, their affiliated companies or red-chip companies.
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August China Economy Report
By Daniel Kenneth

Macroeconomics
Industrial output growth eases hard
landing fears
China’s economy and industrial
output have expanded more than the
market prediction. The Asian stock
market rose in response, showing
confidence in Beijing’s ability to
tame inflation through monetary
tightening while avoiding an
economic hard landing.
China's annu al gross domestic
product (GDP) growth eased from
9.7% y-o-y in the first quarter to
9.5% y-o-y in the second quarter
of 2011, according to the National
Bureau of Statistics. Nevertheless,
the growth rate remained stronger
than market expectations of 9.3%
y-o-y. On a seasonally adjusted
basis, China's GDP in the second
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quarter increased by 2.2% from the
first quarter of 2011, the statistics
agency added.
"This data should dispel concerns over
a hard landing in China," said Royal
Bank of Scotland analyst Wendy Liu.
An improvement in power shortages
and supply-chain disruptions from
Japan’s earthquake and a rebound
in money-supply growth may
have boosted output, according to
Goldman Sachs Group.
Slow monetary growth rebounded in
June
China's new bank lending rebounded
to 633.9 billion CNY (97.52b CNY)
in June from May's 551.6 billion CNY,
according to the People’s Bank of
China. The June figure was 20.7 billion
CNY more than that of last June.

Although the new bank lending
increased from May to June, in the
first half of this year the country's
financial institutions granted 4.17
trillion CNY in loans, 449.7 billion
CNY less than the same period of
last year. Chinese banks issued a
record 9.6 trillion CNY in new bank
loans in 2009 to help the national
economy weather the global
financial crisis.
Inflation remains high ‒ next step
uncertain
China's annual inflation accelerated to
a three-year high in June, increasing
the chances that the PBoC will keep
raising interest rates to tame price
pressures that are spreading beyond
food and energy, reported Reuters.
The consumer price index (CPI) for
June rose 6.4% from a year earlier

Economy

with sharp rises recorded in food,
consumer goods and property.

and more highly remunerated the
managers, and the latter because
highly diversified businesses are more
likely to be involved in whatever
business is hot today and, because
they are diversified and large, are less
likely to fail, explains Pettis.

On the other hand, some are saying
chances of Beijing further tightening
are low. Given China has raised rates
five times since October, alongside
nine increases in the required reserve
ratio for banks, Reuters reported
that Beijing has already fired its preemptive shot at inflation.
"With a coming decline in headline
inflation and rising concern on
growth, we believe the chance for
a further rate hike this year is very
small," said Ting Lu, an economist at
Bank of America-Merrill Lynch.
B ecause global oil prices are
down about 17% since May, many
economists think China's inflation
will cool too, reported Reuters.
Disappointing US employment data
for June may have given Beijing even
more reason for a pause. The rising
unemployment rate suggests that the
Federal Reserve will not be raising US
rates from near zero any time soon, so
China’s potential increase of interest
rate will attract hot money.
The near-term movement of Chinese
inflation will be very important for
the second half of this year. Beijing
will decide whether it can stop the
monetar y tightening. Lessening
inflation will help China to increase
domestic demand and its imports
from the rest of world.
Underlying Problems
Small companies hit hardest from
credit crunch
China’s small- and medium-sized
enterprises (SMEs) are looking at
an increasingly difficult business
environment amid financing
difficulties and rising production
and labor costs, according to
a Ministr y of Industry and
Information Technolog y report
released on 2 June. SMEs account

for ab out 6 0 % of G DP. A c a s h
squeeze for SMEs, due to Beijing’s
monetary tightening, may be worse
than during the global financial
crisis in 2008, reported Financial
Times on 24 June.
Because Chinese banks prefer to
lend to state-owned enterprises
given their implicit government
assistance, SMEs have traditionally
had difficulties accessing credit
in the market, explains Michael
Pettis, Finance professor at Peking
University.
China has raised benchmark lending
rates by 100 basis points to 6.31%,
but small business es have s een
much steeper increases. Monthly
lending rates at credit unions and
informal lending institutions in the
entrepreneurial cities of Wenzhou
and Xiamen have reached 5% in
the past few weeks, up from 1.5%
just nine months ago, according to
Credit Suisse.
Distorted incentive structure at heart
of problem
State-owned enterprises (SOEs)
have not been particularly effective
at consuming the vast amount of
capital provided by government at
an extremely low cost. The managers
of these SOEs have strong incentives
to build their assets and to diversify
– the former because the larger
the company the more important

Because these SOEs have access
to extremely cheap capital, the
managers have stronger incentive to
borrow as much as they possibly can
and buy or build assets ‒ the lower
the cost of capital the lower the
risk of new or expanded business
defaulting.
Unsustainable increase in debt
Local governments are also
struggling from the distorted
incentive system. Recently there has
been extensive media coverage of
local government borrowing and its
dangerously high levels of municipal
d e bt . Pe tt i s s ay s t h i s i s on ly a
manifestation of the underlying
problem, howe ver, and not the
problem itself. He explains that it
is due to China’s investment-driven
growth model being as flawed as
the US’s reliance on consumer debt
financing, which continued until
the 2008 global financial crisis.
O n e p r i m e e x a mp l e i s B o h a i’s
bonds. Bohai New Area, a port zone
between Tianjin and the border
of Shandong province, is building
roads and developing unspecified
“g re e n” proj e c t s w it h 1 bi l l i on
CNY in bonds issued in May by
Hebei Bohai Investment Co. They’re
guaranteed by five tracts of land
that the company says is valued
at more than 1.54 billion CNY, or
462 CNY per square meter. That’s
more than three times what it paid
the local government in December
2009, reported Bloomberg News.
B ohai’s long-term debt of more
than 7 billion CNY at the end of
2010, before the bonds were issued,
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was greater than the city’s annual revenue of about
5 billion CNY for that year. Bohai New Area’s debtto-government revenue ratio was higher than that
of Vallejo, the northern California city that filed for
bankruptcy in 2008. Vallejo cited falling revenue from
real estate transactions as a reason for its bankruptcy.
“[Bohai’s] own profit and cash flow is very little, its cash
shortage is extremely big, its debt load is very heavy,
and it doesn’t possess the ability to pay this bond,” said
Xu Xiaoqing, head of fixed income research at China
International Capital Corporation, the nation’s biggest
investment bank. The local government’s fiscal income “is
very limited, there will be a lot of pressure on it to support
the payment of this bond,” he added.
The banks also are among the leading holders of China’s
mushrooming corporate debt, according to data compiled
by Chinabond, China’s Beijing-based bond clearing house.
Moreover, mutual funds have been the biggest buyers
this year, according to CICC. They’ve snapped up half the
corporate bonds issued in the first five months of this year,
70% of which were to finance local government projects,
according to Bloomberg.
“They think the interest is risk free,” says George Weisi
Tan, head of bond investments at Fortune SGAM Fund
Management Co. in Shanghai. “Some brokerages leverage
themselves as much as three times their capital. “This is
really a big systemic risk.”

Three-month CNY trends
CNY vs USD
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If the Chinese economy were suddenly to slow, the
lenders would probably see their revenues decline
along with the value of the collateral supporting their
loans. If their borrowers are then forced to liquidate the
collateral in order to repay the loans (which is likely to
happen if the economy slows sharply), the liquidation
value could easily be less than the value of the loans.
In that case, China would see an unsustainable rise in
its debt – and this always happens at exactly the wrong
time, notes Pettis.
China’s financing risks, created by an unsustainable
economic growth model, should not be easily dismissed.
In the past, in countries following similar growth
models, the dangerous combination of repressed pricing
signals, distorted investment incentives and excessive
reliance on accelerating investment to generate growth
has always pushed growth past the point where it is
sustainable, leading always to capital misallocation and
waste, explains Pettis. On all three of these measures,
China’s current stance is extremely worrying.
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Data source: Oanda.com interbank rate
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Farm Fight
Tianjin’s John Deere plant is facing competition as the firm’s global rivals
set up their own plants in China
By Mark Gao
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W

hen sales at the
world’s biggest farm
machiner y maker
(based on revenue)
saw its earnings tumble along with
the global economy two years ago,
the firm looked to Tianjin for a solution. Specifically, when John Deere’s
sales fell 14% in 2009 alone (with
profits slumping by almost a half, to a
still-healthy 1.4 billion USD in 2009)
the firm decided to expand its factory in Tianjin to make construction
machinery as well as farm tractors,
hoping to tap into solid demand here.
John Deere, which also has recently
established manufacturing ventures
in Russia and with Ashok Leyland in
India, is finding it’s the best and the
worst of times to be one of the handful of companies that control the bulk
of the world’s machinery sales. The
global recession hit earnings hard, but
rising demand for food amid difficult
harvests has required food producers
to invest more in machinery. After
growing 7% a year between 2004 and
2008, demand for farm machinery was
down by 15% in 2009 according to the
Freedonia Group, an Ohio-based research firm interviewed for this article.
Freedonia is predicting tractor sales
will rise 4.5% per year to 2014. Others explain why: Andy Beck, chief
financial officer at AGCO, a USbased competitor of John Deere, has
pointed to the constants of dropping
food stocks and rising prices as reasons for more demand for machinery

as food producers seek to lift output.
Similarly, developing countries like
the so-called BRICs – Brazil, Russia,
India and China – are emerging as
markets for machinery but also as
sources of cheaper parts and inputs
for the big ‘full-line’ machine makers like AGCO, John Deere and Case
New Holland (CNH).
All three firms have factories in China,
assembling farm machinery with local partners, though John Deere is
the biggest of the three. Brazil-based
Milton Rego, head of government
relations for Case New Holland
(CNH) in Latin America, says Brazil
is the top market in the continent,
but there’s “still great potential for
agricultural mechanization” across
the region. Farm machinery sales
rose by almost 30% in 2010 according to the Brazilian Association
for the Machinery and Equipment
Industry (ABIMAQ), largely due to
government subsidy programmes
aimed at erasing rural poverty, such
as the More Food Program.
Rego credits the latter, a deal between
government and machinery manufacturers to deliver low-horsepower
tractors at affordable rates, with
putting 33,000 new tractors on Brazilian farms in the past four years.
And altogether sales of 30,000 units
in the past decade represents growth
of nearly 130% for CNH.
In 2010 the entire Latin American
market accounted for 80,000 units,

of which 76% were shipped to Brazil. Tractors and combines were the
main products sold, explains Rego.
He ranks other Latin American markets in order of importance: Argentina, Paraguay, Uruguay and Chile.
“The Merocsur trade bloc which
those countries make up is one of
the three biggest food producing regions in the world.”
China: farm machinery workshop
of the future?
China shipped 17-billion-USD worth
of equipment in 2009 according
to data from the Freedonia Group,
which ranks China as the world’s top
producer and exporter (by numbers
of machines) of farm machinery.
While the quality is sniffed at by international peers, machinery makers
in China have gotten the price right
for developing countries in Asia,
Africa and South America where the
bulk of exports go.
AGCO has used China not so much
as a new market as a place to cut
costs: the firm shaved 250 million
USD off its 3 billion USD annual
sourcing bill in 2010, thanks to lowcost sources like China. It clearly
intends to save more, also by shifting its sourcing model from one
based on factories to sourcing items
like tires and other commodities on
a company-wide basis. Similarly,
the firm’s moving to one modular
platform for all tractors in its 30- to
150-horsepower range. AGCO is
also pulling its engine production
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in-house: more than half its engines
will come from AGCO Sisu, compared to 25% currently.
According to Beck, the firm calculates
it will save 175 million USD between
2007 and 2013 from ‘best cost’ sourcing from China, India and Eastern
Europe. Putting factories in those territories naturally also allows the firm
to supply local demand. AGCO manufactures its Massey Ferguson brand
tractors in India with local partner
TAFE but has bigger plans for China
as a manufacturing base.
The firm will make engines at its
Changzhou plant in China, but by
2013 the plant will have expanded
to make low- and mid-horsepower
tractors. Another plant in Daqing, in
China’s northern wheat belt, already
makes high-horsepower tractors as
well as combines.
The growing interdependence of
construction and farm machinery
is increasingly a feature of giants
like CNH and John Deere, allowing them to escape the worst of the
seasonality in either sector. Though
sub-100-horsepower tractor sales
were down in North America, highhorsepower tractors and harvesters
sold well through 2009.
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Despite offering hope for future earnings, emerging markets remain small
in the earnings of the likes of CNH,
which took only 14% of sales from
Latin America, compared to 41%
from the US in 2009. Asian sales contribute less than 10% to the figures.
Emerging competitors: Chinese
champions
Emerging competitors like YTO and
Mahindra haven’t become a presence, partly due to the rigours required in such a high-wear market.
“Advanced technological knowledge,
machines that seek greater yields,
low fuel consumption, less production losses” are all Rego’s reasons
why AGCO holds off competition.
Lower emissions are another.

ships combines, ploughs and engines
across Southeast Asia. Company CEO
Wang Shuping plans to further extend exports. Based in Shandong on
China’s southeast coast, Foton Lovol
sells its 70-hp FT704 for 19,800 USD.
Fitted with a four cylinder Euro 3
engine (advanced by local standards)
and hydraulic steering, the tractor has
been popular among customers in Algeria and Turkey, the company’s two
key export markets, explains Foton
overseas sales manager Liu Ting. The
Weifang-based company’s 4-wheel
drive, an 82-horsepower model, ships
from the factory floor for 22,370 USD
while the 90-horsepower version sells
for 24,300 USD.

Rego believes the small-plot nature
of Asian agriculture poorly prepares
Asian machinery makers for Latin
America’s high-acreage and highlymechanised farming. Likewise,
machinery makers have to adapt to
tropical farming.

While AGCO has lifted prices 2.5%,
few emerging competitors can keep
pace with its spending on R&D and
engineering. The firm is increasing
investment in engineering for new
markets as well as emission standards
by 15%. Most of the R&D investment
will be spent on developing new, highhorsepower tractors and harvesters.

The emergence of Chinese food/commodities giants like COFCO to food
production and sourcing in Asia and
Africa could aid Chinese machinery
makers in cracking new markets.
Among those, China Farm Equipment

It seems the big three will continue
to dominate with the combination of
recogniseable brands, strong distribution networks and financing options
they offer customers. Though they’ve
got scale on their side, developing-
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world competitors like YTO are not
offering serious competition at the
high-horsepower end of the market.
The likes of YTO and Mahindra
however offer “stiff competition” in
basic products and lower horsepower
tractors, says analyst Anand Mehta at
Freedonia.
Regulations: knowing the market
CNH has spread its tentacles by taking stakes in manufacturers in developing nations – most significantly
in Turk Tractor, Al Ghazi (Pakistan),
CNH Mexico, and in two plants in
China. It’s no coincidence that 90%
of local machinery needs are met by
local manufacturing plants built by
CNH and other local and multinational brands. The 14% import duty
on farm machinery isn’t as big an issue as it is elsewhere.
But key is knowing the market, and
that takes “time invested in the region” explains Rego. Yet developing
markets, while offering promise, also
want to protect local players with tariffs. “Especially in the last two years
we have seen a renaissance of protectionism. In some countries we are
confronted with high customs/duty
entry barriers; in other countries
you will find laws to protect national
manufacturers.”

Chinese competition doesn’t appear
to worry high-end peers like CLAAS,
which exports 70%-75% of output
(from its German plants). It sees its
competitive advantages in a “mixture
of know-how and top technologies,
outstanding spare parts and maintenance service and closeness to our
customers,” says Lothar Kriszun,
head of global sales at CLAAS.
The finance question
A clear advantage of big brands like
AGCO, in-house finance wings are
less of an asset in developing markets, given giants like China don’t
yet allow foreign involvement in
its closely guarded banking sector.
AGCO has grown its portfolio of
loans from 3.6 to 6.9 billion USD
since 2006.
A firm’s financing wing is “not only
an advantage but a clear must” in
all markets, says Kriszun. In Brazil,
however, price is still an issue in
buying high-end machinery. Farmers in Brazil enjoy finance at interest
rates that are lower than the going
market rates, “but much higher
than those in Europe.” Similarly,
compared to Europe, local farmers
have far less access to insurance for
harvest, product prices and weather
variations.

Currency swings also affect earnings
for machinery exporters. Tractors account for 44% of CNH sales in revenue terms, harvesters 21%. John Deere
found tightening credit dragged on
sales in Russia, where it manufactures.
The downside to finance is that majors
like CNH are often locked out of public procurement programs in places
like China and India. Subsidies may
be tailing off in the EU but developing
markets like Brazil are increasing support to farmers.
Able to swing with the seasonality of
the business, full-line manufacturers
like John Deere and CNH also have
useful niches in cotton and sugarcane
picking, both lucrative businesses in
places like Brazil. While it will take
some time for developing markets
to contribute a substantial chunk
of their earnings it’s clear that farm
machinery makers see future growth
in the BRICs. “I would guess that all
major western producers will open
new plants in at least one or two of
the BRIC countries each in the next
few years irrespective of tariffs, crop
and food prices or economic conditions,” said Mehta. “BRIC means
world growth in everything.”
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Second Time Around
Interview with Leon J. Lee, General Manager,
The Astor Hotel, a Luxury Collection Hotel Tianjin
By Richard Olsen ll

I

t’s overcast and dreary outside
as we proceed to O’Hara’s, the
lounge & bar of The Astor Hotel.
Leon J. Lee enters the room and
greets us with a beaming smile. Having
recently been named the General
Manager of The Astor Hotel, Mr. Lee
is constantly in motion implementing
his master plan to transform The
Astor Hotel into Tianjin’s premier
luxury hotel and preferred destination
for travelers. A 30-year veteran of the
industry, Mr. Lee has worked in hotels
around the world. Business Tianjin
was able to talk with Mr. Lee and ask
him about his second time around
working in Tianjin.

You’ve been in the hospitality
industry in Asia for many years.
What is one of the most notable
changes you’ve seen?
China is no longer a user. China is
sending out travelers to all parts
of the world. I predicted this 20
years ago. When the Hua Ting in
Shanghai was built, there was no
parking. I asked why and was told,
“Chinese people don’t drive.” I said,
“That’s temporary.” Now, nobody
wants to go any where where
there’s no underground parking. I
also predicted that those of us who
worked in China would be aced out
by Chinese people who learn from
us. We’ll have a second wind by
running hotels in the US and other
parts that want Chinese business.
That’s exactly what has happened.
How important is staff to the
hotel experience?
Everything. Everything. It’s all about
having the right staff, having enough
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staff, having properly trained staff.
I take it one step further, having
staff with good attitudes. I’m solely
responsible for the staff ’s attitude. If
the staff attitude is bad, it’s because I
haven’t won their hearts and minds. At
this hotel, attitude has improved. I’ve
done nothing in this last month that I
feel is more important than changing
the hearts and minds of a staff that has
been here for 20 to 27 years.
How do you define luxury?
What makes the Astor
luxurious?
This is an old hotel. Old should
on ly b e i n h i s tor y. Eve r y t h i ng
must work. Luxury is the hardware
working well and the warmth of
the service just complements it.
That has to work well too. Room
service delivered in 15 minutes. The
laundry valet service.
We are constantly improving. I have
a Director of Quality coming on
board who will go to every room
to che ck t h i ng s to e ns u re t hat
everything is reported so we can
catch things that might be wrong
before a guest arrives.
What makes the Astor different
from other hotels in Tianjin?
The human employee experience to
the guest is the most important. It is

a simple attitude: warmth. Genuine
warmth for the guest where the staff
goes up to the guest to say hello or
goodbye and initiate that warmth.
We’re getting there where the guest
says “Wow!” from the experience.
What is a challenge in the
hospitality industry unique to
China?
Chinese people don’t think giving
ser vice is that great a job. They
want to come in as management,
but this is simply a job where you
can’t come in as management. You
can’t go straight from college to
management. The challenge in
China is that there are so many
other good jobs out there that a
career is not important, it’s only
about how much they can make.
With a career, you make bigger
money faster and there’s almost no
ceiling. What’s different here is they
just want to be a manager and the
career doesn’t matter.
Where do you see the
hospitality industry going in
the future?
In general, hotels and governments
will make it easier for Chinese
customers. Otherwise, they
w o n’ t come and you’ ll lose
billions of dollars of revenue. It’s all
economic. Tourists, they have money,

so be prepared with a tea kettle in the
room with some Chinese teas. The
reason they’re hiring Chinese general
managers in San Francisco and Los
Angeles is nobody understands that
Congee and You Tiao for breakfast
is a decision-maker. If you add Dou
Jiang, the tour operator will say they
are going to put our Chinese guests
in your hotel and your vacancies will
be gone.
You’ve worked in some pretty
big cities: Hong Kong, Beijing,
Shanghai. What is different
about being in Tianjin?
My grandfather and my
grandmother are from Tianjin. My
grandmother, she carried me for a
year on her knee before she died at
42. I worked in Tianjin before. My
father told me we have relatives in
the city. So this is my second time
around. My second time I feel is not
purely coincidental. The first night
when I was laying in my bed after
taking this job, I said, “So grandma,
you brought me back again.” I think
from the other side, she’s pulling
me here. This is how I feel about
Tianjin. It’s my grandma’s city and
she’s brought me back again.
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Future Power
Interview with Yangkan Chong, CEO, China New Energy Group
By Richard Olsen ll

F

rom his office on the 18th
floor of Tianjin Emperor
Plaza, CEO Yangkan Chong
directs the rapid growth of
China New Energy Group (CNER),
a vertically integrated supplier of
natural gas. Mr. Chong is a highly
organized numerist who can recite
large amounts of industr y data
without pausing. Part of the new
Green Economy, Mr. Chong recently
took time from his schedule to meet
with Business Tianjin magazine.
With the boom in Green
Energy, what is your long-term
outlook for CNER?
The outlook for the company is
excellent. We see the potential of
natural gas replacing coal, which will
result in a cleaner environment for
everyone. In 2005, natural gas’s share
of the market was just 2.6%. In 2010,
natural gas comprised 5.3% of total
energy consumption. The annual
increase in the market is about 15%.
Our focus is in the second- and
third-tier cities where we can do
interchange, transport, and supply
of gas. We have recently acquired
Beijing DaDi Gas Group and we are
now operating in 7 provinces/cities
with about 20 subsidiary areas.
Is there sufficient
infrastructure to support the
growth of the natural gas
industry?
G o v e r n m e nt i n f r a s t r u c t u r e i s
being built to have regional centers
for gas supplies in many parts of
China, and we may tap these to buy
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gas prices encourages gas production
to m e e t g row i ng d e m and. T h e
government allows for yearly price
adjustments and 100% cost passthrough to the end consumer in
cities. Therefore, our investment
strategy won’t be affected.
Large deposits of shale gas
can be released by fracking.
Is CNER using or considering
using this method to extract
gas in the future?
C N E R o bt ai ns ou r n atu r a l g a s
supply primarily from Petro China,
CNOOC and Sinopec while carrying
out the transport and resale of gas
to end users, which are comprised
of residential households, factories,
industrial parks and restaurants. We
are looking at extracting embedded
gas from virgin coal mines. This
gas is called coal bed methane. This
looks to be meaningful because if
we can extract this gas, coal mining
becomes much safer. The chances of
ignition of embedded gas resulting
in explosion could then be reduced
and it lowers the chance for loss of
human life. It’s a win-win situation
for all involved.

An important part of our business
is in connection. That means we
are also in the business of natural
gas pipeline and gas distribution
system construction. We expect
infrastructure building to meet
future demands.

How much of a competitive
advantage is it to be vertically
integrated?
We consider providing connection
and supply of gas as a service to the
end user. This is particularly clear
in the case where we have exclusive
rights to small towns and cities that
are not connected to the networks of
the state-owned enterprises. As an
integrated service provider, we can
focus on near-term revenue from
connection services, and long-term
we are able to focus on leveraging
our operating assets to generate
strong recurring income.

How do volatile energy
commodity prices affect the
investment strategy of CNER?
The price of natural gas in China is
more stable compared to oil prices.
A clean energy policy authorized by
the NDRC in May 2010 regarding

How much consolidation do
you see in the natural gas
industry in China?
Our target market is estimated
to h ave a p opu l at i on of ab out
300 million, of which only 15%
currently has access to natural gas.

and ship this gas to cities where
our customers are located. Total
pipelines built up for the past few
years have been increasing at the
rate of 21% year-on-year.

We are focusing more on cities and
townships with populations of less
than 500,000 people. We expect
consolidation to occur when market
coverage is above 60%, which won’t
happen for many years.
What do you believe is
the primary advantage of
natural gas as a product for
consumers in China?
The pr imar y advant age is t hat
natural gas is cleaner than coal
and this ultimately benefits the
environment and customers. Carbon
dioxide output by burning natural
gas is half that of coal, and nitrogen
oxide is one third.
What can be done to make
natural gas a more competitive
product with coal in terms of
pricing?
The cost difference between coal
and natural gas is about one-third,
with gas being the more expensive
pro duct, but it’s much cleaner.
Tax incentives f rom the us e of
equipment and consumption of
natural gas should make natural gas
more competitive versus burning
coal. However, this would have to be
a government initiative.
Yo u ’ v e w o r k e d f o r m a n y
multinational companies. How
are those experiences different
from your role with CNER?
I was working with electric power
and now I’m working with natural
gas. The former business is a onetime investment versus long-term
continuous investment in the gas
business. Also, the former sells
energ y to the government grid
while the latter targets households
and private entities, which are two
very different ballgames. That’s the
primary difference.
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The best way to resolve International
Commercial Disputes (Part II)

Manuel Torres

Yunjie Si

by Manuel Torres,
Partner, and
Yunjie Si, Associate
Garrigues Shanghai

U

nder Chinese legal framework,
international commercial disputes may generally be resolved
through consultation, mediation,
arbitration or litigation. Last month we discussed the three forms of alternative dispute
resolutions: consultation, mediation and arbitration. As continuance to the previous issue,
this article will give an overview of litigation,
as well as summarize the main advantages
and disadvantages of arbitration and litigation
in trying to resolve international commercial
disputes.

Litigation
Litigation is a traditional judicial process to
solve disputes. In China, the parties of international commercial contracts may select
the juridical court, either a Chinese people’s
court or a foreign court, for dispute resolution in written form, subject to the following
restrictions:
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(a) The court as selected shall have a significant connection with the dispute(s). Pursuant to explanations by the Supreme People’s
Court, places with a significant connection
to the dispute usually include domicile, registered address, major business presence or
business presence of the parties, place of
execution, place of performance, place where
the disputable subject is located, etc.
(b) Certain disputes subject to compulsory
exclusive jurisdiction of Chinese people’s
court under Chinese law are not open for free
selection by the parties. These include disputes arising from the performance of Sinoforeign joint venture contracts or contracts
on Sino-foreign cooperation in development
of natural resources.
(c) If a Chinese court is selected, such selection shall not go against the provisions on
grade jurisdiction and exclusive jurisdiction.

Legal Assistance

For example, a dispute over real estate
shall be subject to the jurisdiction of
the people’s court where the real estate is located.
Because foreign investors are more
familiar with the procedures under
the court jurisdiction of their own
country and more comfortable about
the outcome of litigation, as well as
more comfortable with the language,
they may be inclined to select a foreign court jurisdiction in their international commercial contracts.
However, the drawbacks of choosing a foreign court may include the
following:
(a) If the main performance is in
China or the main evidence or

property in dispute is in China, it is
very difficult and time-consuming
for a foreign court to collect evidence in China and figure out the
facts, even though bilateral treaties
may exist between the states of the
two disputing parties which allow
judicial assistance on evidence investigation.

order to involve enforcement against
said party in China. This, of course, is
on condition that such decisions and
judgments are not against China’s fundamental legal principles, sovereignty,
security or public interests. Currently,
only around 30 foreign states have bilateral treaties on judicial assistance in
civil cases with China.

(b) It is impossible for provisional
measures ordered by a foreign court
to be enforced in China. Chinese
court will not initiate any provisional
measures unless it ascertains their
jurisdiction over the dispute.

Arbitration vs. Litigation
Arbitration and litigation are the two
major binding mechanisms to solve
disputes when controversies cannot
be solved through friendly consultation or mediation. So foreign investors may face the choice between
arbitration and litigation. The main
advantages and disadvantages of arbitration and litigation are summarized
as follows:

(c) If the main property of the opposing party is located in China, a
bilateral or international treaty to
which both states abide must exist in

(1) Autonomy of wills and flexibility
Compared with litigation, arbitration is more flexible. There is no
geographical jurisdiction limitation
on choice of arbitration commissions.
The parties may select arbitrator, arbitration rules and arbitration venue
by agreement, or even make changes
or supplementary provisions regarding arbitration procedure to certain
arbitration rules. While in litigation,
the judge is appointed and the parties
have little or limited say in the procedure. For example, CIETAC established a list of arbitrators – including
more than 200 arbitrators of foreign
nationalities – with rich experience in
all legal areas. The disputing parties
may select arbitrators outside of the
list of arbitrators.
(2) Availability of appeal
The arbitration award is final and
binding upon both parties beyond
any appeal procedures, except in
some special circumstances where
the arbitration award may not be recognized and enforced by the enforcement court after procedural review;
while litigation usually consists of
two or more instances. No appeal
means saving time, but it also means
AUG 2011 I Business Tianjin
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enforced in more than 140 states and
regions in accordance with the New
York Convention.
(7) Losing party bearing the attorney fee
In China, it is hardly sustained by the
court that the losing party shall bear
the attorney fee of the winning party,
unless in some personal injury or intellectual property right infringement
cases. Under some arbitration rules,
however, the arbitral tribunal may
decide for the losing party to bear a
reasonable attorney fee incurred by
the winning party.
(8) Language
In China, the litigation process is obviously conducted in Chinese, though
translators may be engaged. Language
in the arbitration process can be selected by the disputing parties.
Conclusion
There is no uniform rule for selecting
dispute resolution for international
commercial contracts. It is universally accepted that the best approach for
dispute resolution varies from case
to case, depending on the features of
a specific international commercial
contract.
that a losing party who is unsatisfied with the arbitration award must
nevertheless accept it and perform
relevant obligations pursuant to it.
(3) Time and cost
In China, there is no time limit for
the court to try and pass sentence
on foreign-related cases. So some
litigation may last for years. Arbitration commissions, in contrast, may
set a time limit for trying the case.
In addition, because the arbitration
process only involves one instance,
a faster and thus cheaper resolution
could be expected.
(4) Confidentiality and privacy
The arbitration process is confidential
and private between the two parties
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and informal, while litigation is a formal process usually conducted in a
public courtroom.
(5) Local protection
In some regions of China, local protectionism has certain influence on
the judgment of the local court; arbitration may be conducted anywhere
agreed upon by both parties, making it
possible to avoid local protectionism.
(6) Enforcement abroad
Usually it is very difficult and timeconsuming for a court judgment to
be recognized and enforced abroad,
unless a bilateral judicial assistance
treaty exists between the judgment
state and the enforcement state. Arbitration awards, however, may be

Nevertheless, it can be seen from the
above comparisons that arbitration is
probably the best way to resolve most
international commercial disputes
in China, especially when a foreign
investor is quite likely to act as the
claiming party.

Garrigues has over 13
years of experience
in advising companies
in their investments
in China. The team of
experienced Western and
Chinese professionals at Garrigues Shanghai provides
legal advice to foreign companies on a wide range
of issues such as incorporation of companies and
negotiation of joint ventures, commercial contracting,
M&A, tax, real estate, employment, intellectual
property, arbitration and infrastructures, as well as to
Chinese companies with investments abroad.

Policy Explanation

PROPOSED AMENDMENTS TO
CIETAC ARBITRATION RULES

T

1988, 1994, 1995, 1998, 2000 and 2005. These
changes reflect an increased willingness by
CIETAC to follow international legal norms
in its efforts to establish itself as a modern,
leading arbitral body.

Keen to align its practice and rules with international arbitration bodies and to embrace
continuing challenges, CIETAC has continuously introduced reforms in response to
Chinese and foreign criticism and to accommodate concerns of foreign parties over the
years. CIETAC revised its arbitration rules in

The evolution of CIETAC practices is a process of the internationalization of China’s arbitration regime. As a result of these reforms,
according to current rules, foreign lawyers
can participate in CIETAC arbitration and
foreign and international law can be pleaded
as governing law. On its panel of arbitrators,
there are now more than 250 foreign specialists who can be designated by foreign parties
as the arbitrator or the chairman of a tribunal.

he China International Economic
and Trade Arbitration Commission (CIETAC), under the China
Council for the Promotion of International Trade, has been the major arbitration
body for dispute resolution involving foreign
elements. In 2010, it handled 1352 cases
worth 13.74 billion CNY.

Simon Bai
Winners Law Firm
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vent the opposing party from concealing, transferring or disposing of
its assets in order to avoid debt in
the course of arbitration and even
before the beginning of arbitration
process. This is done by explicitly
allowing that once the claimant has
fulfilled certain formalities of application for arbitration, CIETAC
may forward the claimant’s request
for interim measures to the competent court even before the service
of arbitration to the respondent, by
which time the respondent would
have been alerted of the forthcoming threat of liability. This will offer substantially more time for one
party in a dispute to take appropriate steps in time to ensure preservation of property against the other
party at the earliest possible stage, to
avoid frustration of enforcement of
a future award. This shall also apply
to preservation of evidences which
can be crucial as well in the final
outcome of a dispute, since the legal
proceedings in China greatly emphasize documentation of evidence
in writing rather than oral testimony
by witnesses.
CIETAC arbitration rules are becoming increasingly a hybrid of international best practices and norms of
local legal culture, blending the legal
tradition of China with practices of
international counterparts.
Earlier this year, CIETAC again made
changes to address arbitrators’ low
remuneration packages by providing
a minimum standard and linking the
remuneration amount with the value
of the case. Furthermore, CIETAC
aims to introduce further changes
to its arbitration rules later this year,
after deliberation and soliciting comments from the public for a few years,
according to Mr. Yu Jianlong, secretary general of CIETAC.
The proposed amendments to CIETAC Arbitration Rules are related
to the following articles:

Interim measures for preservation
of property and evidence
According to Article 17 of CIETAC
Arbitration Rules, when any party applies for the preservation of property,
CIETAC shall forward the party's application for a ruling to the competent
court at the place where the domicile
of the party against whom the preservation of property is sought is located
or where the property of the said party
is located.
Article 18, Protection of Evidence,
provides that when a party applies for the protection of evidence,
CIETAC shall forward the party's
application for a ruling to the competent court at the place where the
evidence is located.
The proposed amendment will make
it possible for the claimant to pre-

Selecting the presiding arbitrator
Article 22 of the current Arbitration
Rules states:
“The parties may each recommend
one to three arbitrators as candidates for the presiding arbitrator and
shall submit the list of candidates
to CIETAC… Where there is only
one common candidate in the lists,
such candidate shall be the presiding arbitrator jointly appointed by
the parties. Where there are more
than one common candidate in the
lists, the Chairman of CIETAC shall
choose a presiding arbitrator from
among the common candidates based
on the specific nature and circumstances of the case, who shall act as
the presiding arbitrator. Where there
is no common candidate in the lists,
the presiding arbitrator shall be ap-
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Article 67 further stipulates that
where the parties have agreed on the
arbitration language, their agreement
shall prevail. Absent such agreement,
the Chinese language shall be the official language used in the arbitration
proceedings. The proposed amendment to the rules is likely to grant
discretion to CIETAC to decide the
language of the arbitration proceeding, without restricting the choice to
Chinese language alone.

pointed by the Chairman of CIETAC
from outside of the lists of nominated
candidates.’’
It is clear that CIETAC could play
a key role in selecting the presiding
arbitrator of the tribunal, in which
case the parties are left with no say
whatsoever in such a process. This
has raised doubt as to the extent of
involvement of the parties in selecting arbitrators, including the presiding arbitrator, and the impartiality of
CIETAC could be challenged since
the parties are not given a chance to
participate in the decision-making.
The proposed amendment is expected to create a mechanism which enables the parties to wield more power
to nominate arbitrators, in particular
the presiding arbitrator who manages the proceeding and has the
power to make major decisions that
are likely to impact the final result of
arbitration.
Place of arbitration and language
Article 31 of CIETAC Arbitration
Rules states that where the parties
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have agreed on the place of arbitration in writing, the parties' agreement
shall prevail. Where the parties have
not agreed on the place of arbitration, the place of arbitration shall be
the domicile of CIETAC or its SubCommission. The arbitral award shall
be deemed as being made at the place
of arbitration.
The proposed changes will make
more flexible the determination of
place of arbitration. Rather than
definitely deeming the place of arbitration to be in China, in the event
the parties fail to specify any such
agreement in this regard, the parties
will have the possibility of having
the place of arbitration to be outside
China. The location, however, is subject to approval by CIETAC. Nonetheless, this might raise the question
of whether such an award would be
considered by China – according to
arbitration law as well as judicial interpretations by the Supreme Court
– as a foreign arbitral award, which
would then be subject to the New
York Convention in order to be recognized and enforced in China.

Summary procedure
Article 50 of the Arbitration Rules
in relation to summary procedure
sets a threshold for application. Unless otherwise agreed by the parties,
summary procedure shall apply to
any case where the amount in dispute
does not exceed 500,000 CNY, or to
any case where the amount in dispute
exceeds 500,000 CNY but one party
applies for arbitration under the
summary procedure and the other
party agrees in writing. It is expected
that the threshold amount will be
substantially raised in order to enable
the parties to take advantage of the
efficiency and cost-effectiveness of
summary procedure.

To conclude, the proposed amendments to CIETAC Arbitration Rules
are intended to provide more autonomy to the parties involved in arbitration and to improve the efficiency
and effectiveness of CIETAC as a
dominant dispute resolution body in
China. These proposed amendments,
when officially adopted and put into
effect, will impact international investors’ arbitration proceedings at
CIETAC.

WINNERS has
been recognized
consecutively as
"Tianjin Firm of the Year" by two international legal
journals: Asia Legal Business from 2008-2010, and
by China Law & Practice from 2009-2010.

IPR

IPR Protection in China for
the Textile Industry
Part 1

C
Philippe Healey,
Project Manager,
China IPR SME
Helpdesk

hina’s textile industry is both an
opportunity and threat to foreign
businesses. It is a major market
for those supplying production
technologies and a key supply base for textiles
and finished goods. However, foreign technologies and brands that are not adequately
protected often fall victim to infringement by
Chinese competitors.
This article addresses IP issues across subsectors of the textile industry, including
textile machinery, yarns and specialty fabrics, finished fabrics and brand apparel and
accessories. The areas of IP most relevant to
the above sectors will be discussed over two
parts, with this first part addressing trademarks and patents. The second part to follow
next month will address copyrights, transfer
of technology and trade secrets.

Trademark protection for textile machinery, yarns and finished fabrics
Trademarks provide protection against use of
identical or similar marks on similar goods.
China uses the “first-to-file” system, meaning
that companies may not have legal protection
in China and take the risk of infringing others’ trademark if the same or similar mark has
already been registered in China by someone
else. It currently takes up to 18 months to
register a trademark in China, provided no
opposition is filed against the application
upon publication.
Because China uses the first-to-file system, it is
common for unscrupulous parties to register
others’ trademarks first. It can be a difficult
and expensive process to cancel, oppose or buy
back a trademark that has already been registered. It is not uncommon for import agents or
distributors to register trademarks on behalf
of the principal. It is recommended that the
trademark either be registered in the name

of the principal or be transferred back to the
principal to avoid later disputes. There is no
national trade name registry in China; trade
names are registered locally, within districts.
In addition to registering the trademark in
the original language, it is advisable to register a distinctive Chinese language trademark,
even if this is not the primary mark used.
Without a well-promoted Chinese mark, the
market may create a Chinese nickname for a
product, and this nickname may be registered
by unscrupulous parties to exploit the reputation of your brand.
Trademark infringement can be dealt with
through administrative action by the Administration for Industry and Commerce
or through civil proceedings in the People’s
Courts. There are also criminal sanctions for
trademark infringement, although these only
apply if the trademark is exactly copied or if
the scale of the infringement is large.
Although it is uncommon to find completely
counterfeit machinery, replacement parts
may be copied. If your company’s spare parts
or packaging bearing your trademark, it is
important to register this trademark in China
as soon as possible.
It is not uncommon to find distributors or
agents providing maintenance services for
branded machinery or equipment and using
the brand as a registered trade name without
authorisation. Trade names that conflict with
prior trademarks can be cancelled.
Trademarks should be registered even if
you are manufacturing but not selling in
China. China is a first-to-file jurisdiction;
therefore, producers of yarns and fabrics
who own valuable brand names are recommended to register names and/or logos
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as trademarks in China as soon as
possible to protect trademarks. The
process of cancelling, opposing or
buying back a trademark is often
more difficult and costlier than
simply registering it.
A distinctive fabric design may be
protected as a trademark if it has become distinctive through long use (for
example, the “Burberry” check design
is a registered trademark in China).
However, such examples are rare and
protection of patterns as a trademark
is uncommon.
Patent protection for textile machinery, yarns and finished fabrics
Patents must be registered in China;
a patent registered overseas is not
enforceable in China. China applies
an “absolute novelty” standard for
patents, meaning that the patented
product or invention should not have
been disclosed anywhere in the world
before the patent registration application, subject to 12 months “Convention Priority” in certain countries.
Patents may be filed directly in China
or through the Patent Cooperation
Treaty system.
It may take approximately 24-36
months for an invention patent application to be examined and up to 5
years to be granted.
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Only patents
registered
in China are
enforceable
in China.
In addition to patents for inventions,
China recognises utility model and
design patents. These types of patents
do not undergo a substantial examination, and as long as they are filed
in the correct form, they are issued
automatically. Utility models cover
minor innovations, which may not
be sufficiently inventive to receive
invention patent protection. They are
usually granted within 12 months of
application and last for 10 years.
Design patents cover the exterior,
ornamental design of products.
Like utility models, they are also
granted within 8 to 10 months and
last for 10 years. It should be noted
that the process of protecting designs in China is different from
that of Europe, where designs are
covered by design rights. In China,

designs are best protected by design patents and, in some cases, by
copyrights.
Patents are only valid in the countries in which they are registered,
and only patents registered in China
are enforceable . Companies that
manufacture textile machinery apply
for patent protection in China not
only because China is a market to sell
machinery but also to defend against
potential infringers who manufacture
infringed technology that is exported
to other markets.
Competitors often copy the design
and shape of the machinery and its
components and mislead customers to believe that the machinery has
the same functions or quality as the
original, often resulting in losses in
sales for the original manufacturer.
Producers of speciality yarns and
fabrics should ensure that any patents obtained for their products are
also filed in China to defend against
Chinese competitors who may copy
the technolog y and export it to
other countries.
When possible, producers may carry
out different processes in different
locations to reduce the possibility of
the whole process being disclosed.

IPR
not have any law preventing slavish
imitation of designs, the European
company could only rely on claims
of copyright infringement on their
brochure artwork and infringement
of the Anti-Unfair Competition
Law in relation to the false claims
on the brochure.
To avoid the costs of litigation in
the courts, the company engaged a
local law firm to send a warning letter to the competitor, followed up
with a phone call. As a result, the
competitor changed the photographs
and some of the contents of the brochure, but there was no legal basis to
force them to change the appearance
of their product.

Furthermore, suppliers of yarns and
specialty fabrics should ensure that
their license contract terms are clear
when determining the use of trademarks and patents by end-users, and
be vigilant against infringement by
competing suppliers and end-users
of branded textiles who may falsely
claim that their products incorporate
the branded materials.
The pattern of apparels can be protected through design patents. Since
1 October 2009, the Chinese Patent
Law has enabled designers to register
2 or more similar designs (up to 10)
for the same product within one application. However, these applications
are not available for different designs,
making them unfeasible for designers
that have a very large turnover of new
designs. Furthermore, design patent
applications may take 8-12 months to
be granted protection, which is often
too long to protect fast-moving seasonal designs.
The advantage of a design patent is
that it is relatively easy to enforce,

and simply owning a design patent
may be enough to deter others from
infringing your designs.
A case study on textile machinery
A European company S that sells
advanced knitting machiner y to
manufacturers in China discovered
that a local competitor was selling
a competing product that copied
the dimensions, exterior covering
and even the colours of the original. In addition, the local competitor’s brochures and website copied
pictures, diagrams and product
specifications of the original product, even though the local product
did not meet the same performance specifications.
The sales agent of company S in
China complained that customers
were misled into believing that the
much lower-priced local product
offered the same quality as the original. Company S did not have any
patents registered in China, and the
competitor was not using the European trademark. Since China does

In this case, company S was unable
to take enforcement action to address the infringement, because it
had not registered its rights. If company S had owned a design patent, it
would have been able to more effectively enforce its rights against the
local company, save both time and
money, and protect its reputation
in the China market. This example
serves as a cautionary tale that product design and exterior shape should
be protected in China by registering
a design patent.

CHINA IPR
SME HELPDESK
The China IPR SME Helpdesk is a European Commission-funded project that provides free, practical,
business advice relating to China IPR to European
SMEs. To learn about any aspect of intellectual
property rights in China, visit our online portal at
www.china-iprhelpdesk.eu. For free expert advice
on China IPR for your business, e-mail your questions to: question@china-iprhelpdesk.eu. You will
receive a reply from one of the Helpdesk experts
within seven working days. The China IPR SME
Helpdesk is jointly implemented by DEVELOPMENT
Solutions and the European Union Chamber of
Commerce in China.
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Employer Branding
What do you want your future employee to think about your company?
by Susan Salzbrenner

E

very year Fortune Magazine, in cooperation with
The Great Place to Work
Institute (www.greatplacetowork.com), issues its “Best companies to work for” list. With the rise
of social media and an ever-growing
competition to be “employer of the
year”, companies strive to create a
more individualized brand and direct
it towards a certain kind of job seeker.
Since the 1990s, you may have stumbled across positions like “employer
branding specialist” or “brand manager” in job forums and ads. These
newly created jobs used to be part
of either Marketing or Human Resources, but it seems that a need for a
specialized expert has developed. Un-
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derlying this interest is the commonstated higher demand for skilled employees who can add value as well as
knowledge. Emerging economies like
China and India, and new industries
such as biotechnology and digital
communication, have made the case
for a strong brand to attract and retain the most sought-after candidates.
The famous and highly-influential
study “Built to Last: Successful habits
of visionary companies” demonstrated in the early 90s that companies
with consistent, distinctive and deeply held values clearly outperformed
those with a less clear ethos. It paved
the way for companies to move away
from internal marketing (which
focuses more on communicating
the customer-brand promise) to

employer branding (which involves
a psychological contract). Like Amazon founder Jeff Bezos put it, “One of
the things you find in companies is
that once a culture is formed it takes
nuclear weaponry to change it”.
“You cannot simply assert your way
to a new culture, no more can you
assert your way to a strong brand, it
needs to be consistently and continuously shaped and managed,” wrote
Richard Mosley in Brand Management (November 2007). This is one
of the primary reasons many organisations have turned from the shortterm engagement focus of internal
branding initiatives to the more
long-term focus of employer brand
management.

HR

Trust is composed of three dimensions essential to a workplace relationship between
employ ee and employ er,
namely Credibility, Respect,
and Fairness.

But how do you define employer
branding?
Employer branding can be characterized as the summed efforts of a company to communicate to existing and
prospective staff what makes it a desirable place to work, and how its image
is seen through the eyes of employees
and potential hires.
The advantages of a visible, likable employer brand are numerous:
1) Better financial performance due
to highly engaged employees that
will remain with the company in
times of recession
2) Increased pool of highly-qualified
job applicants
3) Less voluntary turnover
4) Reduced negative effects of workrelated stress
5) Higher levels of customer satis-

faction and loyalty
6) Greater innovation, creativity and
risk-taking
7) Higher productivity and profitability
8) Enhanced public perception
through trust-relationships with clients and customers
Becoming employer of the year
But how does a company reach
this goal of a trusting relationship
with the employee body so that it
can benefit from all the advantages
listed above?
According to the Great Place to
Work Institute, trust is composed of
three dimensions essential to a workplace relationship between employee
and employer, namely Credibility,
Respect, and Fairness. Credibility is
described as the communication to

the employee about the company’s
goals and direction, and letting employees know how their work relates
to those plans. To be credible, words
must be followed by actions. Respect
not only includes equipping the
employee with the tools, resources
and training they need to get their
job done, but also creating a spirit of
collaboration by making them partners in company’s activities. It means
that slogans like “healthy work-life
balance” should be common practice
and not just employee handbook
material. The third dimension, Fairness, points to the economic success
of a company that should be shared
equitably through compensation and
benefit programs. Clear hiring and
promotion processes, as well as a nodiscrimination policy, all contribute
to an employer being perceived as
fair, and therefore just.
These ingredients will ensure that
an employee makes an active choice
everyday of his work life to stay
around for his/her career and take
pleasure in the work and environment in a lasting way. The top five
of “Best companies to work for” for
2011 are SAS, Boston Consulting
Group, Wegmanns Food Market,
Google, and NetApp.
Employer branding in China
Employer branding and reputation
management are slowly taking roots
in Chinese work society. One reason
is the high concern for image and
identity among Chinese companies,
many consulting reports find. The
second reason for employer branding to be on Chinese CEOs’ agendas
is the war for talent, which remains
a major issues in big cities in China.
So, it has become critical for Chinabased companies to develop good
HR strategies to build their employer
brand in Asia.
Mary Kay Asia Pacific, a cosmetic
marketing company that has ranked
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among the top 10 employers in
China, puts all new hires through
an employee orientation program.
The training serves the purpose of
exposing the company’s values to
all new employees and finding out
whether their passion and values
align with those of the company.
By hiring the right employee, the
company points out that it has decreased turnover and no longer has
to provide counteroffers for better
pay packages when employees are
approached by rivals.
The 2011 “China’s Ideal Employers” survey by Universum provides
interesting insight into how brands
in China are perceived by the upcoming new workforce (graduates
and Chinese university students).
Chinese companies account for 8
out of the top 10 employers amongst
business students, compared to 6 out
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of 10 amongst engineering students.
The differences between employer
brand image of multinational companies and state-owned companies
are immense. While state-owned
companies are associated with secure
employment and a healthy worklife balance, international companies
are seen to provide an international
career, challenging and varied work,
as well as the interface with attractive and innovative products. Bank
of China, the top-rated employer in
China, was believed to offer secure
employment by 72% of all business
students, whereas Procter & Gamble (coming in second), only made
that association for 27% of all interviewed students.
With secure employment being one
of the top three career goals, multinational companies in China have
a lot of catching up to do in the war

of attracting and retaining the most
sought after high potentials. Work-life
balance has also recently made its way
into the top three career goals, which
reflects the demanding workload a
lot of Chinese are facing. Because of
the booming Chinese economy, and
an increased standard of living and
purchase power, newly graduated
employees seek to enjoy their new
lifestyle with time off from work much
more than the older generation of the
workforce.
Therefore, communicating a secure
workplace that provides a healthy
work-life balance through an effective
employer branding strategy will set a
company up for talent management
success in China in 2011.

Job Postings
M

ark
㧹䫔 eting M
㒣⧚
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er

Code: MM110801

JOB DESCRIPTION:
• Develop strategy for growth and expansion of current business
• Maintain and develop relationships with key customers
• Coordinate and execute planned events
• Lead a marketing/sales team
• Check sales proposals, presentations and contracts, negotiate and close contract with clients
• Prepare monthly report of activities and goals

INTERNATIONAL
ORGANISATIONS

BASED IN TIANJIN
HAVE THE FOLLOWING

OPEN POSITIONS

⋹䎼݀ৌ㘬ҹϟ催㑻Ҏਬ

Human Resources Supervisor
Ҏ䌘⑤Џㅵ

Finance Manager
䋶ࡵ㒣⧚

WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
• Bachelor's degree or above, major in marketing or business administration
• 5 years of marketing/sales experience
• Ability to meet multiple objectives in an entrepreneurial environment with little supervision
• Negotiation skills
• Good interpersonal skills
• Team-leading experience
• Proficiency in written and spoken English
Hu

ma
Ҏ n Resour
ce
䌘⑤
Џㅵ Supervis
o

r

Code: HRS110802

JOB DESCRIPTION:
• Establish and implement HR policies and projects
• Manage the recruitment process
• Communicate and coordinate internal and external communication
• Develop a training program that supports the needs of the business and enhances the
performance of individuals
• Organize and manage training activities, develop and improve the content of training
courses, manage and file training results, ensure the effect of training courses on the
improvement of employees’ actual working ability
• Develop relationships with agency and arbitration bureau
• Coordinate with other departments
WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
• Comprehensive knowledge of HR policies and practices
• Strong mentoring and counseling skills
• At least 3 years of experience in a similar position
• Patient, good at communicating with people at all levels
• Degree in Human Resources, Business Administration or related discipline
• Works well under high pressure
• Good spoken and written Mandarin and English

Fi

Marketing Manager
㧹䫔㒣⧚
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Senior Secretary
催㑻⾬к

Code: FM110803

JOB DESCRIPTION:
• Responsible for accounting department
• Prepare and analyze periodic financial reports
• Coordinate monthly closing and budget control
• Handle tax declarations
• Support all CFO responsibilities
• Manage cash flow
WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
• Education in Finance
• Several years of experience in the financial field
• Highly organized
• A fine eye for details
• Good spoken and written English
• Team player, sense of responsibility

Sen

催㑻

ior S

⾬к

If you are interested in any of these positions
Please send your resume and Code No. to
,6$FS\MRVIRGSQ

ecre

tary

Code: GA110804

JOB DESCRIPTION:
• Responsible for providing senior-level secretarial and clerical services for the GM
• Provide office support service
• Represent GM in events and business issues
• Perform other related duties as required
WHO WE ARE LOOKING FOR:
• office administration experience
• an understanding of the western cultural and political environment
• analytical, problem-solving, time management and decision-making skills
• computer skills including the ability to operate computerized accounting, spreadsheet
and word processing programs at a highly proficient level
• demonstrate sound work ethics
• Fluent English (speaking, reading and writing); candidates with Spanish proficiency
will be preferred.
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LEASING AN OFFICE
〕䍷  ࣔޢᇚ

Volume 45
C: Good morning. I have an appointment with Miss Wang at ten.
早晨好，
我 跟
王小姐
约定（２） 在
十点
会面。
]ӽRFKpQKӽRZԁJƝQZiQJ[LӽRMLČ\XƝGuQJ]jLVKtGLӽQKXuPLjQ
R: Let me take you to the conference room.
我 先 带 您 到
会议室（３）。
Zԁ[LƗQGjLQtQGjRKXu\uVKu

W: Mr Cohen, after discussing with you by telephone yesterday, I believe International Building is one of the best choices for
your company to rent.
科恩先生，
昨日 与 你 在
电话
中
商谈（４）
后， 我
相信（５） 国际 大厦
应该
NƝƝQ[LƗQVKƝQJ]XyUu\ԃQӿ]jLGLjQKXj]KǀQJVKƗQJWiQKzXZԁ[LƗQJ[uQJXyMuGjVKj\uQJJƗL
是 你 公司
承租
物业 的
其中
一个 最好
选择（６）。
VKuQӿJǀQJVƯFKpQJ]ǌZ\qGHTt]KǀQJ\tJq]XuKӽR[XӽQ]p

W: The transportation is very convenient and only a few minutes walking distance to the subway station and shopping malls.
In addition, the management fee and rent are reasonable for your company.
那里 交通（７） 非常
方便（８），只 需
几分钟
的 步行
距离 就 可以 到达 地铁站
和
QjOӿMLƗRWǀQJIƝLFKiQJIƗQJELjQ]KƯ[ǌ\jRMӿIƝQ]KǀQJGHE[tQJMOtMLNČ\ӿGjRGiGuWLČ]KjQKp
购物中心（９）。
另外（１０），大厦 的 管理费（１１） 及 租金（１２） 对于 您的 公司
来 讲
非常合理（１３）。
JzXZ]KǀQJ[ƯQOuQJZjLGjVKjGHJXӽQOӿIqLMt]ǌMƯQGXu\~QtQGHJǀQJVƯOiLMLӽQJIƝLFKiQJKpOӿ

C: It sounds very interesting. Is it possible to see it right now?
这 听
起来 令 我 很
感兴趣（１４）， 能否
现在
去 看一下
大厦呢？
]KqWƯQJTӿOiLOuQJZԁKČQJӽQ[uQJTQpQJIԁX[LjQ]jLTNjQ\Ư[LjGjVKjQH"
:6XUH0D\,DVNZKLFKÀRRU\RXSUHIHU"
当然
可以。 请问
有
哪些
楼层
是 您
更
喜欢（１５） 的？
GƗQJUiQNČ\ӿTӿQJZqQ\ԁXQӽ[LƝOyXFpQJVKuQtQJqQJ[ӿKXƗQGH"
&,SUHIHUDKLJKHUÀRRUSUHIHUDEO\WKHWHQWKÀRRURUKLJKHU
我 喜欢
较高层
的， 最好
是
十楼 或 以上。
Zԁ[ӿKXƗQMLjRJƗRFpQJGH]XuKӽRVKuVKtOyXKXz\ӿVKjQJ
W: Okay. I will arrange it for you, we can go at any time.
好的， 我 来 为 您 安排（１６）， 我们
可以 随时 出发。
+ӽRGHZԁOiLZpLQtQƗQSiLZԁPHQNČ\ӿVXtVKtFKǌIƗ

租赁

]ǌOuQ

lease

（２）

约定

\XƝGuQJ

appointment

购物中心

JzXZ]KǀQJ[ƯQ

shopping mall

（１０）

另外

OuQJZjL

（３）

会议室

KXu\uVKu

conference room

In addition

（１１）

管理费

JXӽQOӿIqL

（４）

商谈

VKƗQJWiQ

management fee

discuss

（１２）

租金

]ǌMƯQ

（５）

相信

rent

[LƗQJ[uQ

believe

（１３）

合理

KpOӿ

（６）

reasonable

选择

[XӽQ]p

choice

（１４）

感兴趣

JӽQ[uQJT

interesting

（７）

交通

MLƗRWǀQJ

transportation

（１５）

更喜欢

JqQJ[ӿKXƗQ

prefer

（８）

方便

IƗQJELjQ

convenient

（１６）

安排

ƗQSiL

arrange

（１）

（９）

If you meet any problems in learning Chinese, please send us an email at bizclass@businesstianjin.com
We’ll do our best to help you. See you next month.
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Chamber Report
Address: 1F, Fenglin Hotel, No. 6 Binshui West Road, Nankai District, Tianjin
Tel: +86 22 2395 7991~3, +86 22 2395 7991 (24-hour Hotline) Fax: +86 22 2395 7990
Http: www.tjkorcham.net E-mail: hanshanghui@hanmail.net

Contents:
1. Tianjin Korean Chamber activities report
2. Tianjin Korean Chamber rules and amendments
3. Progress report
4. Other discussions
(a) Affairs related to the international school
(b) Collection of member companies

㥐[㵜G㟨㜵㠸㠄䟀Gᵐ㺐

Advisory group and panel golf match
Date:12:00pm, 4 July 2011
Location: Aroma Golf Club
Contents: Development Meeting for Korean businesses
in Tianjin
Attendees: 23 in total including consultants and advisors

ḔⱬS㣄ⱬ␜GḜ䘸⯜㢸G
㢰GG㐐GaGYWXX≸GW^㠈W[㢰GO㠈PGXYaWW
G㣙GG㋀GaG㙸⦐⫼GḜ䘸䆨⤱
G⇨GG㟝GaGG㷐㫸䚐ạ㢬OㇵP䟀G䛙䟸㢌G
ⵐ㤸㡸G㠸䚐G⯜㢸U
G㵬㉑㣄GaḔⱬS㣄ⱬGYZ⮹G㵬㉑
The meeting of the 4th operation committee
Date: 4 July 2011
Location: F1 Banquet Hall, Fenglin Hotel
Attendees: President’s group, monitor, chairman, chairman of branch association, vice-chairman of branch
department, manager of branch general affair section,
committee of branch department

㥐[㵜G㟨㜵㠸㠄䟀Gᵐ㺐
G㢰GG㐐GaGYWXX≸GW^㠈W[㢰GO㠈PG
G㣙GG㋀GaG䗁⫰䝬䊈G㜤䟀㷡GX㽩
G⇨GG㟝GaGXPG㢰G㐐aGYWXX≸G^㠈GW[㢰O㠈PG
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGYPG㣙G㋀aG䗁⫰䝬䊈GX㽩G㜤䟀㷡
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGZPG㵬㉑ㇵaG䟀㣙␜Sᵄ㇠S㠸㠄㣙S
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG㫴㜡⺸䟀㣙S⺸Ḱ⺴䟀㣙S
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGGG㫴㜡㹑ⱨS⺸Ḱ㠸㠄
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGG[PG㙼GᶨaGG
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGྙGYWXX≸㷐㫸䚐ạ㢬OㇵP䟀G䞐┍⸨ḔG
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGྚG㷐㫸䚐ạ㢬OㇵP䟀G䟀㾍ᵐ㥉㙼
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGྛG㎼䒰䂌㉐䏬G㫸䚽G⸨ḔGG
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGྜGὤ䇴䋔㢌aOXPạ㥐䚍Ẅ㢌ᶨ
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGOYP䟀㠄㇠G㥉⫠㢌Gᶨ
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGG㵬G㉑G㣄GaG䞝㵠㐑䟀㣙SᵉἭ㉑㍌㉑⺴䟀㣙
S
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGG㐔┍䞌Gㇵ㢸⺴䟀㣙G☥G
GGGGGGGGGGGGGGGZW⮹G㢸㠄㫸G㵬㉑

AmCham-China Tianjin Chapter
Upcoming Event
Lean Labor Strategies: the New Survival Guide for Manufacturers Facing Global Competition
3:00 - 5:00 PM, Monday, August 8 – Sheraton Hotel Tianjin

For manufacturers looking to reduce unit costs, the “lean labor” approach may be the answer. Most manufacturers are familiar with this approach as it applies to equipment and processes, but did you know you can apply similar principles to improve the way you manage your workforce?
Join us for this essential seminar hosted by Gregg Gordon, Senior Director of Manufacturing Industry Marketing at Kronos
and the author of Lean Labor. His book follows the story of a manufacturing operation executive who must reduce his company's product unit cost by 10% in a year or risk moving production overseas. Gregg will present topical case studies that
show how manufacturers have successfully applied “lean” principles to workforce management and standardized those
practices using technology. Don’t miss this great opportunity to network with your manufacturing peers, meet Gregg Gordon
and receive a complimentary signed copy of his book.
Speaker: Gregg Gordon, Senior Director of Manufacturing Industry Marketing at Kronos
Venue: Sheraton Hotel Tianjin, Zi Jin Shan Road, Hexi DistrictTel: +86 22 2731 3388
Registration: Cardholding members and employees of member companies: Free Non-members: 200 CNY
For detailed information, please send an email to amandahe@amchamchina.org
Room 2918, 29F The Exchange Tower 2,189 Nanjing Lu,Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2318 5075 Fax: +86 22 2318 5074 Website: www.amchamchina.org
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Chamber Report
BenCham – the Benelux Chamber of Commerce in China – strengthens the business,
government and community ties between Belgium, The Netherlands, Luxembourg and
China. With offices in Beijing, Shanghai and one newly established in the Pearl River
Delta, we provide a wide range of services to ensure our members' success in China.

BENCHAM’S WHITE PAPER ON CHINA’S NEW SOCIAL INSURANCE LAW
The implementation of China’s New Social Insurance Law began on 1 July. One of the key changes (Article 97) will be the inclusion of
foreigners in the Chinese Social Insurance system. All foreign employees with work permits gain access to five forms of insurance under
the new law: endowment insurance, basic medical insurance, work injury insurance, unemployment insurance and maternity insurance.
This implies that foreign employers and employees have to contribute in these five schemes. This requirement has raised concern
among European businesses for the additional costs of hiring or posting foreign workers.
BenCham is on top of this development and was one of the first to organise an event (Social Insurance Law – 29 June 2011) on this
topic, because we consider this of high importance to our members. BenCham is now following up on this matter and has created
a white paper for BenCham members in cooperation with The EU-China Social Security Reform Co-operation Project. In addition,
BenCham provides information on the latest developments, including what steps you should take to comply with this law.
If you have questions about the new Social Insurance Law, please contact Robbert Gorris, business development manager/deputy at
rgorris@bencham.org

OUR LINKEDIN FAMILY

BENCHAM BEIJING OFFICE

All BenCham members are invited to become part of the
BenCham LinkedIn group. To go directly to our member
group, please visit: www.linkedin.com/groupRegistration?
gid=105429.

UPCOMING EVENTS

Rm 1601 Zhongyu Plaza | A6 Gongtibei Road | Chaoyang
District, Beijing, 100027
Tel: +86 (10) 8523 6101/05 | Mob: +86 18601307793
Fax: +86 (10) 8523 6305 | beijing@bencham.org | www.bencham.org
࣫ҀᏖᳱ䰇ऎᎹԧ࣫䏃⬆োЁᅛॺ䚂ᬓ㓪ⷕ

YEARLY SPONSORS

02 August 2011: Training – TimeSmart: Increase Work
Efficiency with Outlook2003
ᯊ䯈ㅵ⧚˖䖤⫼Outlook2003ᦤ催Ꮉᬜ⥛˄Ё᭛䆁˅

05 August 2011: Training – Dine like a Diplomat
09 August 2011: Training – Effective Business Writing

The purpose of the China-Italy Chamber of Commerce (CICC) is to create and develop economic and trading
relationships between China and Italy. The CICC facilitates the access of Italian enterprises to the Chinese
market through a wide range of services and benefits on top of organising events to deepen the knowledge of
the Chinese market and its regulations. In addition, the CICC carries out networking activities that strengthen
Italian-Chinese cooperation.

PAST EVENTS
28 June 2011, Investing In China
Breakfast Seminar - Hilton Beijing, Work Room
This joint-Chamber breakfast meeting, entitled Investing in
China, was presented by Mr. John Kuhns, Chairman and
CEO of China Hydroelectric Corporation and Chairman of the
private investment bank Kuhns Brothers. Mr. Kuhns shared his
insights and investment strategies on various topics that include
investment opportunities in Chinese industries. Organized by the
China-Italy Chamber of Commerce, the Canada China Business
Council, in partnership with Rutgers Executive MBA Beijing
Program and the Benelux Chamber of Commerce.

26 July 2011, Tax Update, Breakfast seminar - Kempinski
Hotel Lufthansa Center, Beijing
This breakfast seminar providing updates related to the new tax
regulations for foreign investors. Topics included tax consideration
for indirect equity transfer and CNY (re-) investments by foreign
investors in China.
Organized by the China-Italy Chamber of Commerce, the British
Chamber of Commerce and China-Britain Business Council,
the European Chamber of Commerce, the German Chamber of
Commerce and SwissCham.

The Economic Bulletin of People's Republic of China – July 2011
The China-Italy Chamber of Commerce is glad to announce that the next issue of its Economic Bulletin will be published in July 2011. The
quarterly Economic Bulletin informs readers about economic issues of national and international interest, and governmental policies and
directives, giving a macroeconomic analysis of the past three months in order forecast the Chinese markets future trends.

Beijing
Unit 1612, Zhongyu Plaza
A6, Gongti North Road
Chaoyang District, 100027, Beijing, China
Tel: 0086 10 8591 0545
Fax: 0086 10 8591 0546
info@cameraitacina.com
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Shanghai
Room 1604, Xin Cheng Mansion
No.167 Jiang Ning Road
200041 Shanghai, China
Tel: 0086 21 5407 5181
Fax: 0086 21 5407 5182
infoshanghai@cameraitacina.com

Guangzhou
Garden Hotel, Room 948
368 Huanshi Dong Road, Garden Tower
Guangzhou, 510064
Tel.: 0086 20 8365 2682
Fax.: 0086 20 8365 2983
infoguangdong@cameraitacina.com

EVENT REVIEW

Tianjin Goldin Metropolitan Polo Club Event Review

T

he weekend of 2 and 3 July heralded the grand opening of Tianjin Goldin Metropolitan Polo Club Hotel and the establishment of the Tianjin
Polo Association, which were celebrated with the inaugural Goldin Gold
Cup 2011. On 2 July, Mother Nature tried to spoil the festivities by threatening
the crowds with rain and high winds. The weather stayed at bay, and before
the match began, a ribbon-cutting ceremony officially commenced the opening of the Tianjin Polo Association. Notable people in attendance included
Vice Mayor of Tianjin Municipal Government Ms. Zhang Junfang, Secretary of
the Working Committee of Binhai Gao Xin Qu, Mr. Zhou Sichun, and President
of the Federation of International Polo Mr. Eduardo Huergo. After the ribboncutting, the emblem of the Tianjin Polo Association was displayed to all in attendance. Soon after, the match for the day between Hong Kong Goldin and
the Polo Club du Domaine de Chantilly, a visiting club from France, began.
After six chukkas, or periods, Hong Kong Goldin emerged as the victor with a
final score of 12 to 7.
The celebration continued on 3 July with another exciting round of polo. This
time, two under-18 teams were featured, with Young England playing Young
France in a four chukka match. When the final horn sounded, Young England
emerged victorious with a final score of 9 to 3.
After each match, trophies were awarded to the winning teams. On 2 July, Hong
Kong Goldin received a gold and ceramic trophy featuring a large golden dragon made by British Crown Jewellers Garrard. A large silver platter, also made by
Garrard, went to the winners of the Sunday, 3 July match. In the future, look for
more exciting international matches on the club’s seasonal calendar.
Both the facilities of Tianjin Goldin Metropolitan Polo Club Hotel and Tianjin
Goldin Metropolitan Polo Club were on full display for the weekend. The Polo
Club features state-of-the-art facilities with a riding school and indoor training
facilities. The 167-room resort-style hotel features numerous restaurants and
a grand ballroom capable of hosting 1,000 people. Both locations are built to
international standards and look forward to providing a truly world-class experience to guests in the future.
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EVENT REVIEW

First anniversary of Tianjin Meijiang Convention and Exhibition Centre
and the Tianjin Convention & Exhibition Industry Development Forum

T

he first anniversary celebration of Meijiang Convention and Exhibition Center (MJCEC) and the
Tianjin Convention and Exhibition Industry Development Forum were held on 29 June 2011.
Mr. Chen Zeyan, Vice President of China Convention and
Exhibition Economic Institute; Zhang Qishen, Tianjin
representative of Taipei World Trade Center; Liu Haiying,
General Manager of National Meeting Centre; Kevin He,
deputy director of Convention Administration Department of Nankai University; Wang Gang, Assistant president of International Exhibition Industry Alliance and He
Shixuan, Vice president of MJCEC, joined the ceremony
and the forum. They discussed the present exhibition
environment in Tianjin, trends in the convention and exhibition industry at home and abroad, how to improve
Tianjin’s industry, and how to organize a successful conference.
Invested by Tianjin TEDA Construction Group Co., Ltd
and operated and run by Tianjin Binteng Convention
and Exhibition Management Co., ltd, MJCEC is the largest, fully-functional convention and exhibition centre in
Tianjin. MJCEC has held many influential international
and national conferences since opening: the 2010 WEF
Summer Davos, the United Nations Climate Change Negotiation Conference, International Automobile Exhibition and Taiwan Famous Commodities Exhibition.
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Yet “Tianjin’s convention and exhibition industry still has
many deficiencies,” said Mr. Liu Changjin, General Manager of Binteng. “We have to learn advanced technologies and modes from the international exhibition industry; many soft establishments need to be completed.”
MJCEC signed strategic cooperation agreements with
three organizations: the International Conference Exhibition Alliance (to evaluate fame and influence of Tianjin
Convention & Exhibition industry), Nankai University
Convention & Exhibition Department (which offers graduates a chance to practice and train exhibition industry
talents) and China Convention & Exhibition Magazine
(to set up a broad promotion platform).
MJCEC is located at the intersection of the outer ring
and the Friendship South Road in Xiqing District. It
consists of 6 inside halls, with an exhibition area of
50,000sqm that can house 2,600 international standard
booths at a time. Its 29,000sqm outdoor exhibition area
can meet the demands of large and middle-sized international exhibitions. Meeting rooms come equipped
with audio, video, lighting, simultaneous interpretation,
projection and speaking systems. A banquet hall accommodates 2,000 diners, and features top-grade video,
professional stage lighting and audio for a top-quality
cocktail event, buffet, large-scale evening ball, various
celebrations or a large wedding party.

EVENT REVIEW

Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai
celebrates five-star designation

T

he unveiling of Crowne Plaza Tianjin
Binhai’s national five-star hotel designation was held at the Long Yun Banquet
Hall on 16 July 2011.
Zhang Yuanlong, Deputy Director of Tianjin
National People's Congress and Chairman of
Tianjin Association of Industry and commerce;
Ren Xuefeng, Tianjin Vice Mayor; She Qingwen,
Director of Tianjin Tourism Bureau; Xiao Song,
county magistrate of Tianjin Ji County; Zhou
Li, Deputy Director of Tianjin Airport Industrial
Park Committee; Sun Zhijun, CEO of Tianjin
Shengguang Investment Development Co., Ltd;
and Joseph To, General Manager of Crowne
Plaza Tianjin Binhai, attended the ceremony to
congratulate Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai, the
only five-star hotel in the Tianjin Airport Industrial Park. The National Tourist Bureau Star Hotel
Examination Committee confers the NationalFive Star Hotel status.
GM Joseph To spoke, thanking everyone for
their support to the hotel since opening. ‘’It is
a significant moment and a new start for our
hotel. We will work hard to make the hotel become the guests’ favourite hotel in Tianjin, and
make great contributions to Tianjin Airport
Industrial Park and Tianjin’s tourist industry“,
he said.
Invested by Tianjin Shengguang Investment
Development Co., Ltd and managed by InterContinentals Hotel Group, Crowne Plaza
Tianjin Binhai opened for business on 16 May
2009. The 388-room hotel features a contemporary Lobby Lounge and Euro Bar with live
entertainment, as well as three restaurants
offering Chinese, Japanese and International
cuisine.
Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai is the place to
meet, and is well-equipped to handle meetings and banquets of up to 1,000 guests. A
fitness center, indoor heated swimming pool,
Tea Tree Spa and Tianjin’s only hotel indoor
tennis center cater to you and your guests’ relaxation and comfort.
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Calendar

AUGUST 2011
MON

TUE

1

2

3

MARCOM Beijing 2011

Lean Labor Strategies: the
New Survival Guide for
Manufacturers Facing Global
Competition

THU

4

Mysterious Garden:
Flute & String Music Octet

Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City Resort
and Spa
1 - 4 AUG

8

WED
Tianjin Concert Hall
19:30
30/50/80/100/120/150 CNY
+86 22 2332 0068

Mozart Symphony Concert
Tianjin Concert Hall
19:30
30/50/80/100/120/150 CNY
+86 22 2332 0068

9

10

11

16

17

18

Sheraton Hotel Tianjin
15:00 -17:00

15

China Industrial Automation
& Instruments Exhibiton
Binhai International Convention &
Exhibition Centre
18 - 21 AUG

22

23
Beijing Green Food &
Organic Food Expo
Beijing China International Exhibition
Center (CIEC)
23 - 25 AUG

29

30

24
Hotelex Beijing
China National Convention
Center(CNCC)
24 - 26 AUG

31

China Incentive Business
Travel & Meeting Exhibition
China National Convention
Center (CNCC),
30 AUG - 1 SEP

SEPTEMBER 2011

5
12
19
26

56

6
13
20
27

7
14
21
28

1
2
9
8
15 16
22 23
29 30

3 4
10 11
17 18
2 4 25
31
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7
China International Health
Expo
National Agriculture Exhibition
Center
7 - 9 SEP

14
China International Optics
Fair - Beijing
Beijing China International
Exhibition Center (CIEC)
14 - 16 SEP

25
Junior Equestrian &
Polo Programme
Tianjin Goldin Metropolitan Polo Club
+86 22 8372 8888 ext. 7889
jepp@metropolitanpoloclub.com
1 - 7, 13 - 21, 25 - 28 AUG

Calendar

TIANJIN & BEIJING EVENTS
FRI

5
Violin Special Performance
Western Shore Art Salon
10:00
100 CNY
+86 22 2326 3505

12

SAT

6

SUN

Chinese Valentine’s Day Dinner
Brasserie Flo Tianjin
(No. 37, Guangfu Dao, Italian Style Town,
Hebei District)
+86 22 2662 6688

2011 Real Madrid China Friendly Match
Real Madrid vs Tianjin TEDA
Tianjin Olympic Centre stadium
17:45
400/600/900/1500/1900 CNY
+86 22 5805 7152
400-810-1887

13

Western Shore Art Salon
20:00
100 CNY
+86 22 2326 3505

Symphony Concert of Famous
Musical Work by Strauss
Tianjin Grand Theatre
50/80/100/150/180/280/380/480 CNY
400-818-3333

Western Shore Art Salon
20:00
100 CNY
+86 22 2326 3505

Piano,violin & celllo Trio
Concert

American Country Music Conert

14

Contemporary Ballet Interrupted Dream

19

7

20

21

27

28

Tainjin Grand Theatre
19:30
50/80/100/150/280 CNY
400-818-3333

26

Beijing Guitar Chamber Orchestra
Concert

TICC Family BBQ
Terrace Café Garden Area, Sheraton Hotel Tianjin
17:00-21:00
ticc_09@hotmail.com

Tianjin Concert Hall
19:30
30/50/80/100/120/150 CNY
+86 22 2332 0068

Special Days
01 AUG
06 AUG
12 AUG

Army Day
Double Seven Day
International Youth Day

TIANJIN & BEIJING EVENTS

15
SNACKEX ASIA
China National Convention
Center (CNCC)
15 - 17 SEP

15
Beijing Overseas Property &
Investment Show
China World Trade Center (CWTC)
15 - 18 SEP

21
Beijing Aviation Expo
China National Convention
Center (CNCC)
21 - 24 SEP

26
Expo Comm China
Beijing China International Exhibition
Center (CIEC)
26 - 30 SEP
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Transportation

Selected DOMESTIC FLIGHTS

for more, contact editor@businesstianjin.com
(1=Mon, 2=Tue, 3=Wed, 4=Thu, 5=Fri, 6=Sat, 7=Sun)

F ro m T ia n jin
DEST
Changchun

T o T ia n jin

DEP

ARR

F light N o

D ays

1 0:55

12:35

GS6571

O R IG IN

DEP

ARR

F lights N o

D ays

1234567

Changchun

13:15

15:05

GS6572

1234567

Changsha

09:10

1 1:25

CA1467

1234567

Changsha

18:20

20:15

CA1468

1.34.67

Chengdu

1 3:00

15:30

8L9976

1234567

Chengdu

09:40

12:10

8L9975

1234567

Chifeng

1 4:10

15:15

MU2135

1.3.5.7

Chongqing

1 1:55

14:25

PN6238

1234567

Chifeng

15:55

17:05

MU2136

1.3.5.7

Chongqing

08:55

11:15

PN6237

1234567

Dalian

11:10

12:00

GS7579

1234567

D a lia n

20:10

21:05

GS7580

1234567

Fuzhou

07:55

11:55

MF8138

1234567

Fuzhou

08:30

1 2:25

MF8137

1234567

Guangzhou

13:50

17:00

HU7201

1234567

Guangzhou

08:05

11:00

CZ3133

1234567

Guiyang

08:10

12:30

GS7465

1234567

Guiyang

13:10

17:25

GS7466

1234567

Haikou

09:10

14:05

GS7561

1234567

Haikou

14:55

19:25

GS7562

1234567

Hangzhou

13:15

15:00

MF8377

1234567

Hangzhou

21:55

23:55

MF8378

1234567

16:00

17:55

CZ3125

1...5..

Harbin

18:45

20:45

CZ3126

1...5..

Hefei

15:20

16:50

GS7463

1.3.5.7

Hefei

20:10

21:40

GS7464

1.3.5.7

Huhhot

14:00

1 5:15

GS7468

1234567

Huhhot

09:00

10:10

GS7467

1234567

Kunming

15:40

18:55

CA1401

1234567

Kunming

07:40

12:10

8L9975

1234567

Nanjing

15:00

16:35

FM9291

1234567

N a n jin g

22:55

00:45(+1)

FM9292

1234567

Nanning

13:15

18:15

MF8377

1234567

Nanning

19:05

23:55

MF8378

1234567

Ningbo

13:10

15:10

GS6603

1234567

Ningbo

16:00

18:05

GS6604

1234567

Qingdao

08:35

0 9:35

GS7575

1234567

Qingdao

10:40

11:40

GS7576

1234567

Sanya

15:00

18:50

CA1389

1234.67

Sanya

19:50

23:20

CA1390

1234567

09:00

10:45

FM9134

1234567

12:10

14:10

FM9133

123456.

08:00

09:55

CA1533

123456.

20:40

22:40

CA1528

1234567

09:10

11:05

MU5149

1234567

10:55

12:50

GS7206

1234567

11:10

13:20

MU2083

1234567

13:35

1 4:55

3U8862

.2.4.6.

1 2 :25

1 5:40

ZH9935

1234567

Shanghai

Shenyang

Shenzhen

11:55

13:50

MU5150

1234567

15:25

17:15

GS7207

1234567

18:00

20:05

MU2084

1234567

11:30

12:45

3U8861

.2.4.6.

16:35

19:40

ZH9936

1234567

12:45

15:40

CA3654

.23.5.7

16:35

19:40

ZH9936

1234567

Shanghai

Shenyang

Shenzhen

08:45

1 1:50

CA3653

.23.5.7

1 8:35

21:45

MF8380

1234567
1234567

Taiyuan

11:05

12 :3 0

GS6601

1234567

Taiyuan

1 5:55

1 7:00

GS6602

Urumqi

16:00

21:50

CZ6928

1..4.6.

Urumqi

09:20

15:05

CZ6927

1..4.6.

Wuhan

08:00

09:45

GS6695

1234567

Wuhan

20:10

22:00

GS6696

1234567

Xiamen

14:30

17:05

MF855

1234567

Xiamen

13:45

16:15

MF856

1234567

X i'a n

08:10

09:55

GS7465

1234567

X i'a n

15:50

17:25

GS7466

1234567
1234567

Yantai

08:20

09:20

GS7421

1234567

Yantai

19:20

20:20

GS7422

Yinchuan

09:20

11:05

CZ6457

.2345.7

Yinchuan

11:55

13:25

CZ6458

.2345.7

Yuncheng

09:00

10:25

GS6677

1234567

Yuncheng

15:20

16:40

GS6678

1234567

Zhengzhou

12:10

13:30

HU6609

1234567

Zhengzhou

19:20

21:00

HU6463

1234567

Airline Code
3U

Sichuan Airlines

FM

Shanghai Airlines

MF

Xiamen Airlines

VD

Kunpeng Airlines

8L

Lucky Air

GS

Grand China

MU

China Eastern Airlines

ZH

Shenzhen Airlines

BK

Okay Airways

HO

Juneyao Airlines

NS

Northeast Airlines

CA

Air China

HU

Hainan Airlines

PN

West Air

CZ

China Southern Airlines

JD

Deer Air

SC

Shangdong Airlines
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Selected INTERNATIONAL FLIGHTS

(1=Mon, 2=Tue, 3=Wed, 4=Thu, 5=Fri, 6=Sat, 7=Sun)

From Beijing
DEST

DEP

ARR

Addis Ababa

22:30

06:00(+1)

Amsterdam

11:55

15:10

To Beijing

Flight No

Days

ORIGIN

DEP

ARR

Flight No

Days

ET605

1234567

Addis Ababa

00:05

15:30

ET604

1234567

KL0898

1234567

Amsterdam

17:35

09:55(+1)

KL0897

1234567

Bangkok

17:05

21:15

TG615

1234567

Bangkok

10:10

15:50

TG614

1234567

Brussels

01:20

05:55

HU491

.2.4.67

Brussels

13:50

05:40(+1)

HU492

.2.4.67

Delhi

20:50

01:40(+1)

CA947

1.3..6.

Delhi

03:15

11:45

CA948

.2.4..7

Dubai

23:55

04:20(+1)

EK307

1234567

Dubai

04:10

15:10

EK306

1234567

Frankfurt

10:30

14:40

LH721

1234567

Frankfurt

17:15

09:30(+1)

LH720

1234567

Hanoi

15:45

18:20

VN901

.23.5.7

Hanoi

10:10

14:45

VN900

.23.567

Helsinki

10:55

14:25

AY052

1234567

Helsinki

18:05

06:55(+1)

AY051

1234567

Hong Kong

10:00

13:35

CX347

1234567

Hong Kong

17:00

20:20

CX312

1234567

Istanbul

23:55

05:25(+1)

TK021

1234567

Istanbul

23:45

14:00(+1)

TK020

1234567

Kuala Lumpur

16:25

22:40

CA971

1.3.56.

Kuala Lumpur

23:40

06:00(+1)

CA972

1.3.56.

London

11:15

15:00

BA038

1234567

London

16:45

09:30(+1)

BA039

1234567
1234567
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Los Angeles

21:00

18:00

CA983

1234567

Los Angeles

01:40

05:20

CA984

Madrid

00:05

06:35

CA907

.234.67

Madrid

11:25

05:10(+1)

CA908

123.56.

New York

13:00

14:20

CA981

1234567

New York

16:50

18:20(+1)

CA982

1234567

Osaka

00:00

00:00

JL886

1234567

Osaka

09:45

12:20

JL885

1234567

Paris

13:40

17:35

AF125

1234567

Paris

18:55

11:45(+1)

AF126

1234567

San Francisco

16:00

00:40(+1)

CA985

1234567

San Francisco

14:50

17:55(+1)

CA986

1234567

11:45

14:40

KE852

1234567

09:15

10:25

KE851

1234567

14:00

17:00

KE856

1.3.5.7

11:40

12:50

KE855

1.3.5.7

21:20

00:15(+1)

KE854

1234567

19:00

20:10

KE853

1234567

Seoul*

Seoul*

Singapore

00:10

06:20

SQ801

1234567

Singapore

08:45

14:50

SQ802

1234567

Sydney

16:50

07:50(+1)

CA173

1.345..

Sydney

20:00

05:50(+1)

CA174

.2.456.

Tel Aviv

22:00

03:55(+1)

LY096

.2.4..7

Tel Aviv

22:55

13:30(+1)

LY095

1.3..6.

Tokyo

16:40

21:00

JL024

1234567

Tokyo

09:35

12:20

JL023

1234567

Ulaanbaatar

08:35

10:50

CA901

1234567

Ulaanbaatar

11:50

14:00

CA902

1234567

Vancouver

15:50

11:50

CA991

1234567

Vancouver

13:50

16:15(+1)

CA992

1234567

From Tianjin
DEST
Hong Kong

To Tianjin

DEP

ARR

Flight No

Days

ORIGIN

DEP

ARR

Flight No

Days

08:35

12:00

KA1103

1234567

Hong Kong

12:50

16:00

KA1104

1234567

11:10

14:00

KE806

1234567

09:20

10:10

KE805

1234567

15:20

18:05

KE864

1234567

13:05

13:55

KE863

1......

Seoul*
Seoul*

13:20

14:10

KE863

.234567

Nagoya

14:00

17:45

JL840

1234567

Nagoya

10:30

12:40

JL841

1234567

Kuala Lumpur

15:50

22:15

D7 2613

1.3.567

Kuala Lumpur

08:30

14:35

D7 2612

1.3.567

* Flights from Beijing/Tianjin to Seoul, from Seoul to Beijing/Tianjin provided by Korean Air.
Schedules are subject to government approval and may be changed without prior notice.

Airline Code
AC

Air Canada

EK

Emirates

LH

Lufthansa

SQ

AF

Air France

ET

Ethiopian Airlines

LY

El Al Airlines

SU

Aeroflot Airlines

AY

Finnair

EY

Etihad Airways

MS

Egypt Airlines

TG

Thai Airways International

BA

British Airways

HU

Hainan Airlines

NH

All Nippon Airways

UL

Sri Lanka Airlines

CA

Air China

JL

Japan Airlines

NZ

Air New Zealand

VN

Vietnam Airlines

CX

Cathay Pacific

KA

Dragon Air

QF

Qantas Airways

CZ

China Southern Airlines

KE

Korean Air

QR

Qatar Airways

D7

Air Asia

KL

KLM-Royal Dutch Airlines

SK

Scandinavian Airlines

Singapore Airlines

Transportation

Foreigners must have a passport to use the train service.

BULLET (C) TRAIN
TJ ~ BJ (¥58 - ¥69)

Beijing-Shanghai High-Speed Railway
Origin

Departure Time

Tianjin

Destination Duration

Price

Tianjin
Tianjin
Shanghai
West Station North Station Hongqiao

BJ ~ TJ (¥58 - ¥69)

Train

Tianjin

Beijing

Train

Beijing

Tianjin

C2002

06:25

06:55

C2001

06:35

07:05

First
Class

Second
Class

C2202

06:40

07:15

C2003

07:00

07:30

C2004

06:55

07:25

C2005

07:10

07:40

G41

07:05

12:12

5.07

870

515

C2006

07:10

07:40

D41

07:10

15:15

8.05

600

375

C2008

07:25

07:55

C2271
C2007

07:20
07:30

07:50
08:00

C2010

07:45

08:15

C2009

07:45

08:15

C2012

07:55

08:25

C2011

08:00

08:30

08:50

C2013

08:10

08:40

D31

9:17

17:16

7.59

1065(sleeper)

370

G33

10:09

15:08

4.59

855

510

C2014

08:20

11:56

16:50

4.54

855

510

C2016

08:35

09:05

C2015

08:45

09:15

17:25

5.14

870

515

C2018

08:45

09:15

C2201

08:55

09:30

C2272

08:55

09:25

C2017

09:10

09:40

17:33

4.48

855

510

C2020

09:20

09:50

C2019

09:30

10:00

19:28

5.02

870

515

C2022

09:30

10:00

C2021

09:40

10:10

20:06

4.54

855

510

C2024

09:55

10:25

C2023

09:55

10:25

C2026

10:05

10:35

C2025

10:05

10:35
10:45

G125
G211

12:11

G129

12:45

G213

14:26

G145

15:12
15:35

20:36

5.01

870

515

C2204

10:15

10:50

C2027

10:15

G215

17:07

22:14

5.07

870

515

C2028

10:30

11:00

C2203

10:30

11:05

23:27

4.48

855

510

C2030

10:40

11:10

C2029

10:55

11:25

C2032

10:50

11:20

C2031

11:30

12:00

C2034

11:10

11:40

C2033

11:45

12:15

C2036

11:35

12:05

C2035

11:55

12:25

C2038

12:00

12:30

C2037

12:15

12:45

C2040

12:30

13:00

C2205

12:55

13:30

C2042

13:20

13:50

C2039

13:15

13:45

C2206
C2044

13:30
13:50

14:05
14:20

C2041

13:40

14:10

C2043

13:50

14:20

C2046

14:00

14:30

C2045

14:10

14:40

C2048

14:25

14:55

C2047

14:45

15:15

C2050

14:50

15:20

C2049

15:00

15:30

C2052

15:05

15:35

C2051

15:10

15:40

C2054

15:20

15:50

C2053

15:20

15:50

C2056

15:35

16:05

C2207

15:40

16:15

C2058

15:55

16:25

C2055

16:20

16:50

C2060

16:20

16:50

C2057

16:30

17:00

C2208

16:30

17:05

C2059

16:40

17:10

C2062

16:45

17:15

C2061

16:55

17:20

C2064

17:05

17:35

C2063

17:25

17:55

C2066

17:15

17:45

C2065

17:40

18:40

C2068

17:45

18:15

C2067

17:50

18:20

C2210

18:15

18:50

C2069

18:00

18:30

C2070

18:30

19:00

C2071

18:20

18:50

C2072

18:40

19:10

C2074

19:00

19:30

C2209
C2073

18:30
19:05

19:05
19:35

C2076

19:10

19:40

C2075

19:15

19:45

C2078

19:20

19:50

C2077

19:40

20:10

C2080

19:45

20:15

C2079

19:50

20:20

C2082
C2212

20:35
21:00

21:05
21:35

C2081

20:05

20:35

C2281

20:25

20:55

C2084

21:15

21:45

C2083

20:45

21:15

C2086

21:25

21:55

C2211

21:15

21:50

C2088

21:35

22:05

C2085

21:40

22:10

C2090

21:55

22:25

C2087

22:20

22:50

C2282

22:05

22:35

C2089

22:30

23:00

C2092

22:15

22:45

C2093

23:00

23:30

C2094

22:45

23:15

G165

15:12

TRAINS
TEDA-TJ-BJ (¥14)

BJ-TJ-TEDA (¥14)
Train

Departs

4493

13:10

Arrives

Train

Departs

16:08

4494

08:05

Arrives
11:21

LIGHT RAIL (¥6)
Stops:
4.Zhong Shan Men
5.Yi Hao Qiao

3.Shi Yi jing Lu
6.Er Hao Qiao

13.Tang Gu
14.TEDA

2.Zhi Gu

1.Dong Xing Lu

7.Xin Li Zhen

8.Dong Li

12.Hu Jia Yuan

11.Steel Tube Corporation

15.Citizen Plaza

16.Convention Center

9.Xiao Dong Zhuang
10.Jun Liang Cheng
17.Dong Hai Lu

TIANJIN-BEIJING AIRPORT Shuttle Bus
¥70 one way

Tianjin - Beijing Airport Terminals 2/3
04:00-18:00, runs every 45 minutes
Tian Huan Distance Bus Passenger Station
The junction of Hongqi Lu and Anshan Xi Dao
Tel: +86 1686 8999

Beijing Airport Terminals 2/3 - Tianjin
07:00, 08:00, 09:00 then every 30 minutes until 23:00
Exit on the 1st floor at Gate 11/Terminal 2 and Gate3/Terminal 3
Tel: +86 10 6455 8718

TEDA-BEIJING AIRPORT SHUTTLE BUS
¥80 one way

TG ~ BJ (㩯70-㩯118)

TEDA - Beijing Airport Terminals 2/3
06:30-19:30, runs every hour
1st Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6620 5188

Beijing Airport Terminals 2/3 - TEDA
10:00-22:00, runs every hour
Exit on the 1st floor at Gate 11/Terminal 2 and Gate3/Terminal 3
Tel: +86 10 6455 8718

Metro line 1
Metro line 1 is from Liu Yuan station to Shuang Lin station. It crosses
Beichen, Hongqiao, Nankai, Heping, and Jinnan districts
¥2-5,depending on distance travelled
06:00-22:00, runs every 10 minutes, 5 minutes during peak hours
Tel: +86 22 6028 6777
Liu Yuan
2.Ben Xi Lu

3.Qin Jian Dao

4.Hong Hu Li

12.Xia Wa Fang 11.Xiao Bai Lou 10.Ying Kou Dao 9.An Shan Dao
13.Nan Lou
Shuang Lin

14.Tu Cheng

5.Xi Bei Jiao
8.Hai Guang Si

15.Chen Tang Zhuang

16.Fu Xing Men

18.Cai Jing Da Xue (Tianjin Univ. of Finance & Economics)

Tanggu

Beijing

C2272
C2274

08:33
09:24

09:25
10:18

C2280

13:44

14:38

C2279

12:35

13:29

C2286

18:18

19:08

C2283

15:55

16:49

C2288

19:24

20:18

C2285

16:55

17:46

C2290

19:59

20:53

C2289

18:50

19:44

Train

Wuqing

Beijing

C2202
C2204

06:52
07:32

07:15
07:55

C2201
C2203

06:45
07:30

07:05
07:50

C2206

08:12

08:35

C2205

08:15

08:35

C2208

09:32

08:55

C2207

09:10

09:30

C2210

09:37

10:00

C2209

09:00

09:20

C2212
C2214

10:17
10:57

10:40
11:20

C2211
C2213

10:30
11:10

10:50
11:30

C2216

11:37

12:00

C2215

11:50

12:10

C2218

13:02

13:25

C2217

13:05

13:25

C2222

14:37

15:00

C2219

14:35

14:55

C2224

15:42

16:05

C2221

15:05

15:25

C2226

16:42

17:05

C2225

16:00

16:20

C2228

17:02

17:25

C2229

17:40

18:00

C2232
C2238

18:12
20:12

18:35
20:35

C2231

18:25

18:45

C2237

19:50

20:10

C2240

20:52

21:15

C2239

21:00

21:20

Train
C2271
C2273

Wuqing ~ BJ

No. 1 Metro Stops: METRO Tianjin

1.Xi Heng Di

BJ ~ TG (㩯70-㩯118)

Train

6.Xi Nan Jiao

7.Er Wei Lu
17.Hua Shan Dao

Beijing

Tanggu

07:20
08:05

08:14
08:59

BJ ~ Wuqing
Train

Beijing

Wuqing

CUT OUT AND CARRY THESE TABLES

G43

10Km

XINJIANG

XIZANG

QINGHAI

GANSU

YUNNAN

HAINAN

HUNAN

LIAONING

FUJIAN

GUANGDONG

JIANGXI

TAIWAN

ZHEJIANG

JIANGSU

SHANDONG

HENAN ANHUI
HUBEI

GUANGXI

GUIZHOU

SHAANXI

VIETNAM

SICHUAN

NINGXIA

SHANXI

HEBEI

NEIMENGGU

JILIN

HEILONGJIANG

500Km

Lifestyle Listings

DINING

TIANJIN
Chinese
China Station
2F, Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin
No. 66, Xinkai Lu, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2457 8888
ѣളㄏ
⋩ђ॰᯦ᔶ䐥ਭཟ⍛ཟ䈐ѳㅏь
ి䞈ᓍቸ

Din Tai Fung
No. 18, the junction of
Zi Jin Shan Lu and Binshui Dao
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2813 8138
啄⌦Ѧ
⋩㾵॰ᇴ≪䚉ф㍡䠇ኧ䐥Ӛਙਭ

Fortune Restaurant
2F, Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai
No. 55, Zhongxin Da Dao
Airport Industrial Park
Tel: +86 22 5867 8888 ext. 2355
ሂѣ但
グ⑥⢟⍷ࣖᐛ॰ѣᗹཝ䚉ਭ
ཟ⍛┞⎭൙ٽߖⲽݿᰛ䞈ᓍቸ

Fountain Lounge
Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City
Resort & Spa
No. 8, Zhujiang Da Dao
Zhouliang Zhuang, Baodi District
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234
⻝⋿㥬ണ
ᇓන॰ઞ㢥ᒺ⨖⊕ཝ䚉ਭ
Ӣ⍛᯦คࠥᛜ䞈ᓍ
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Riverside Chinese Restaurant
3F, Holiday Inn Tianjin Riverside,
Phoenix Shopping Mall
East Haihe Road, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 2627 8888 ext. 2211
⎭⋩䖟ѣ但
⋩्॰⎭⋩ђ䐥ࠚࠦ䍮ᒵ൰
ཟ⍛⎭⋩ٽᰛ䞈ᓍᾲ

5F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin, No. 189
Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888 ext. 3558
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭཟ⍛ᰛ㡠䞈ᓍቸ
㆐㐅ᰛᵢᯏ⨼但

Kasumi

Shui An
1F, The Astor Hotel Tianjin
No. 33, Tai’er Zhuang Lu
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2331 1688 ext. 8920
≪ዮѣ但
ૂᒩ॰ਦݵᒺ䐥ਭཟ⍛亰ᗭཝ
侣ᓍ䊠㋴䘿䞈ᓍቸ

1F, Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai
No. 55, Zhongxin Da Dao
Airport Industrial Park
Tel: +86 22 5867 8888 ext. 2322
䵔ᰛᕅᯏ⨼
グ⑥⢟⍷ࣖᐛ॰ѣᗹཝ䚉ਭ
ཟ⍛┞⎭൙ٽߖⲽݿᰛ䞈ᓍቸ

Tao Li Chinese Restaurant

Kushi Grill

6F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin
No. 189, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888 ext. 3561
ṹᶄѣ但
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ
ཟ⍛ᰛ㡠䞈ᓍቸ

Indian
Bawarchi Indian Restaurant
No. 69, bldg. B, Shang Gu
Tianta Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2341 2786
㣣⬜⩠দᓜ但
ᔶ॰ཟຊ䐥р䉭ѐ㺍% ᓝਭ

Thai

Japanese
Benkay Japanese Dining

Kudos Thai Restuarant &
Lounge Bar
No.88, Chengdu Road
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2332 9988
www.livekudos.org
⌦㧑⌦ള但
ૂᒩ॰ᡆ䜳䚉ਭ

YY Beer House
(Behind International Building)
No. 3, Aomen Lu
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2339 9634
㋚ണ⌦但
ૂᒩ॰◩䰞䐥ਭ ള䱻ཝড়ם

Western

2F, Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin
No. 66, Xinkai Lu, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2457 8888
Ѩ✝
⋩ђ॰᯦ᔶ䐥ਭཟ⍛ཟ䈐ѳㅏь
ి䞈ᓍቸ

Seitaro
Sheraton Hotel Tianjin
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2731 0909
འ䜄ᰛᵢᯏ⨼
⋩㾵॰㍡䠇ኧ䐥ᶛⲱཝ䞈ᓍ

Aulare

Magnetic Plaza, Building A4
2-16, Binshui Xi Dao
Nankai District
Tel: +86 187 2229 0691
SóU
tianjin@aulare.com
)5DIÀHV7LDQMLQ1R1DQMLQJ
㢴Հ㧄䍓㾵但
Road Heping District
ᔶ॰ᇴ≪㾵䚉ᰬԙྛค$ ᓝਭ
Tel: +86 22 2321 5888 ext.5106
ᙓࡑ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭཟ⍛㧧֑༡䞈
ᓍᾲ

Lifestyle Listings

DINING

SERVICES
La Seine

Brasserie Flo Tianjin
No.37, Guangfu Road
Italian Style Town, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 2662 6688
⿅ᾲ
⋩्॰ᝅཝ伄॰ݿགྷ䚉ਭ

1863 the Dining Room
1F, The Astor Hotel Tianjin
No. 33, Tai’er Zhuang Lu
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2331 1688 ext. 8918
㠩ቀ㾵但
ૂᒩ॰ਦݵᒺ䐥ਭཟ⍛亰ᗭཝ
侣ᓍ䊠㋴䘿䞈ᓍቸ

Café@66
1F, Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin
No. 66, Xinkai Lu, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2457 8888
ૌ
⋩ђ॰᯦ᔶ䐥ਭཟ⍛ཟ䈐ѳㅏь
ి䞈ᓍቸ

Café Majestic
1F, The Astor Hotel Tianjin
No. 33, Tai’er Zhuang Lu
Tel: +86 22 2331 1688 ext. 8910
ࠥᰁૌ
ૂᒩ॰ਦݵᒺ䐥ਭཟ⍛亰ᗭཝ
侣ᓍ䊠㋴䘿䞈ᓍቸ

Chateau35 Wine Bar & Bistro
Opposite No. 79, Changde Dao
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2331 5678
ਚ๗㾵但㪗㨺䞈
ૂᒩ॰ᑮᗭ䚉ਭሯ䶘

Drei Kronen 1308 Brauhaus
1F-2F, bldg. 5, Jinwan Plaza
Jiefang Bei Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2321 9199
䐥ᗭ㔪Ṳச䞈㾵但
ૂᒩ॰䀙᭴्䐥⍛⒴ᒵ൰ਭᾲቸ

Glass House
Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City
Resort & Spa
No. 8, Zhujiang Da Dao
Zhouliang Zhuang, Baodi District
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234
≪Წᡵ
ᇓන॰ઞ㢥ᒺ⨖⊕ཝ䚉ਭ
Ӣ⍛᯦คࠥᛜ䞈ᓍ

Hank's Sports Bar & Grill
No. 56, 1F, bldg. B, Shang Gu
Tianta Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2341 7997
≿ށᯥ䘆ࣞ䞈
ᔶ॰ཟຊ䚉р䉭ѐ㺍% ᓝ
ቸਭ

No. 50, Tianjin Italian Style Town
Ziyou Dao, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 2446 0388
䎑㓩⋩⌋ള但
⋩्॰㠠⭧䚉ᝅཝ伄㺍ਭ

Pan Shan Grill & Wine

Bars

Accounting

13 Club
Tianjin Italian Style Town
Ziyou Dao, Hebei District
Tel:+86 136 1208 7080
⋩्॰㠠⭧䚉ᝅཝ伄㺍

China Blue

2F, Main Building
Sheraton Hotel Tianjin
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2731 3388 ext.1820
ⴎኧ㪗㨺䞈ᢈᡵ
㍡䠇ኧ䐥ཟ⍛ᶛⲱཝ䞈ᓍѱᾲቸ

)5DIÀHV7LDQMLQ+RWHO1R
Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2321 5888
ѣള㬓䞈
Ӣ䐥ਭཟ⍛㧧֑༡䞈ᓍቸ

Prego

JV'S Bar

3F, The Westin Tianjin
No. 101, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2389 0088
ᝅཝ但
Ӣ䐥ਭཟ⍛ੑ䲼့ᯥ≶䞈ᓍቸ

1F, Main Building, Sheraton Hotel Tianjin
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2731 3388 ext. 1845
-9 6 䞈
⋩㾵॰㍡䠇ኧ䐥ཟ⍛ᶛⲱཝ䞈ᓍ
ѱᾲቸ

7LDQMLQ2I¿FH
Unit 2901 - 104
The Exchange Tower 2
No.189, Nanjing Lu
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2318 5056
Fax: +86 22 2318 5001
E-mail: tianjin@lehmanbrown.com

Seasonal Tastes
1F, The Westin Tianjin, no. 101
Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2389 0088
ć⸛Ĉޞᰛ但
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ
ཟ⍛ੑ䲼့ᯥ≶䞈ᓍቸ
Spectrum All-Day Dining
7F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin
No. 189, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888 ext. 3570
ᖟ㾵但
Ӣ䐥ਭཟ⍛ᰛ㡠䞈ᓍቸ
Terrace Cafe
1F, Sheraton Hotel Tianjin
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2731 3388
⠋ണૌ
㍡䠇ኧ䐥ཟ⍛ᶛⲱཝ䞈ᓍቸ

Café Venice
2F, Holiday Inn Tianjin Riverside
Phoenix Shopping Mall
East Haihe Road, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 2627 8888 ext. 2271
့ቲᯥૌ
⋩्॰⎭⋩ђ䐥ࠚࠦ䍮ᒵ൰
ཟ⍛⎭⋩ٽᰛ䞈ᓍᾲ

O’Hara’s
1F, The Astor Hotel Tianjin
No. 33, Tai’er Zhuang Lu
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2331 1688 ext. 8919
⎭㔪᷍
ૂᒩ॰ਦݵᒺ䐥ਭཟ⍛亰ᗭ
ཝ侣ᓍ䊠㋴䘿䞈ᓍቸ

Qba Bar
2F, The Westin Tianjin
No. 101, Nanjing Lu Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2389 0088
4
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ
ཟ⍛ੑ䲼့ᯥ≶䞈ᓍቸ

ཟ⍛ᐸૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ
⍛≽ᒵ൰
ᓝቸᇚ


%HLMLQJ2I¿FH
6/F, Dongwai Diplomatic Building
No. 23, Dongzhimenwai Dajie
Beijing
Tel: +86 10 8532 1720
Fax: +86 10 85322746
E-mail: beijing@lehmanbrown.com

्Ӣᵓ䱩॰ђ䰞ཌཝ㺍ਭθ
ђཌཌӚࣔޢཝᾲ

6KDQJKDL2I¿FH
Room 1501 & 1504, WanTai
International Building,
No.480, North Urumqi Lu
Jing An District
Tel: +86 21 6249 0055
Fax: +86 21 6288 1636
E-mail: shanghai@lehmanbrown.com

р⎭ᐸ䶏ᆿ॰҂劷ᵞ喆्䐥ਭ
 

Soul Bar
No. 291, Shaoxing Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2333 1777
ᶒቐ䞈
⋩㾵॰㔃ު䚉ਭ

Wyndsong Restaurant
1F, Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai
No. 55, Zhongxin Da Dao
Airport Industrial Park
Tel: +86 22 5867 8888 ext. 2333
伄ҁ㓼䈣㾵但
グ⑥⢟⍷ࣖᐛ॰ѣᗹཝ䚉ਭ
ཟ⍛┞⎭൙ٽߖⲽݿᰛ䞈ᓍቸ

Kiessling Western Restaurant
No. 33, Zhejiang Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2330 0330
䎭༡᷍㾵但
ૂᒩ॰⎏⊕䐥ਭ
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SERVICES
Associations

Chambers

ICCO (International Committee
for Chinese Orphans)

(XURSHDQ&KDPEHU7LDQMLQ&KDSWHU

ICCO is a volunteer organisation
dedicated to improving the lives of
Tianjin’s disabled orphans.
iccosecretary@gmail.com
www.tjicco.org

Room15A17, Suite 17, Magnetic Plaza
Binshui Xi Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 5838 7993
ѣള⅝ⴕՐཟ⍛࠼Ր
ᔶ॰ᇴ≪㾵䚉ྛคѐᒵ൰ᓝ
$ ᇚ

Goethe German Language
Centre Tianjin Foreign Studies
University
Bldg. 3, Tianjin Foreign Studies

Tianjin Rego International School University

No. 38, Huandao Xi Lu
Meijiang Nan, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 8816 1180 ext. 212
Mobile: +86 138 2090 0420
E-mail: j.zheng@regoschool.com
Tianjin Toastmasters Club
German Business Circle Tianjin Web: www.regoschool.org
The club helps men and women
Deutscher Unternehmerkreis
ཟ⍛⪔䠇ള䱻ᆜṗ
learn and practice the arts of public 7LDQMLQ'87
⋩㾵॰ẻ⊕⧥ዑ㾵䐥ਭ
speaking, listening, and leadership 2I¿FH+XDNH&HQWHU
in a friendly social environment.
No. 3, Kaihua Dao, Huayuan
victorwangwq@yahoo.com.cn
Industrial Area, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 8371 7855
TICC (Tianjin International
ཟ⍛ᗭളӰ㚊䉀Ր
Community Center)
ᔶ॰㤇ӝѐ॰ᔶ䚉ਭ〇
Tianjin GEMS World Academy
Association and meeting place
ࡑѐѣᗹᇚ
Unit 3-307, TEDA MSD Block C 79
for foreign passport holders and
1st Avenue, TEDA
their families in Tianjin. Organise
German Chamber of
Tel: +86 22 6622 7888
monthly coffee mornings,
&RPPHUFH7LDQMLQ2I¿FH
ཟ⍛ᶦ㗄ਮള䱻ᆜṗ
luncheons and social/fundraising
No. 3, Yuliang Lu, Nankai District
ᔶਇ॰ㅢжཝ㺍ਭ⌦䗴0 6 ' &
events, supporting local charities.
Tel: +86 22 2301 1709
॰ᾲᇚ
ticc_09@hotmail.com
ᗭളՐཟ⍛࠼Ր
tianjin.weebly.com
ᔶ॰㛨ặ䐥ਭ

Banks
Bank of East Asia (BEA)
Bldg. G, Rome Gardens
No. 47, Youyi Bei Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2332 1662
ђӐ䬬㺂ᴿ䲆ޢਮ
⋩㾵॰ਁ䉀्䐥ਭ㖍傢㣧ണ* ቸ

China Bohai Bank
Bldg. 1, Magnetic Capital
Binshui Xi Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 5839 1358
⎭䬬㺂
ᔶ॰ᇴ≪㾵䚉ྛคѐᒵ൰ਭᾲ


Citibank
18F, The Exchange
No. 189, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 1988 ext. 73812
㣧ᰍ䬬㺂
Ӣ䐥ਭ⍛≽ᒵ൰ቸ

+6%&7LDQMLQ%UDQFK
Ocean Shipping Plaza
No. 1, Haihe Dong Lu
Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 5858 8888
俏⑥р⎭≽Ѧ䬬㺂ཟ⍛࠼㺂
⋩्॰⎭⋩ђ䐥䘒⍁ᒵ൰ਭ

Bldg. 1, Magnetic Capital
Binshui Xi Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2338 8008
ਁ䬬㺂
ᔶ॰ᇴ≪㾵䚉ྛคѐᒵ൰ਭᾲ

Car Dealers
Porsche Center Tianjin
No. 59, Qiche Yuan Zhong Lu
Airport Industrial Park
Tel: +86 22 2435 9911
ཟ⍛ؓᰬѣᗹ
グ⑥⢟⍷ࣖᐛ॰⊳䖜ണѣ䐥ਭ
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Universities
Nankai University
No. 94, Weijin Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2350 1583
ᔶཝᆜ
ᔶ॰ড⍛䐥ਭ

5DIÀHV'HVLJQ,QVWLWXWH7LDQMLQ
Block H, no. 28, Jinjing Lu
Xiqing District
Tel: 400 688 7300
ཟ⍛㧧֑༡䇴䇗ᆜ䲘
㾵䶈॰⍛䶏䐥ਭ+ ᓝ

Event Planning

The American Chamber of
&RPPHUFH7LDQMLQ&KDSWHU
Room 2918, 27-29F, bldg. B
The Exchange
No. 189, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2318 5075
㗄ളՐཟ⍛࠼Ր
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ⍛≽ᒵ൰% ᓝ
ቸᇚ

Tianjin Japanese Association

Wellington College
International Tianjin
No. 1, Yide Dao, Hongqiao District
Tel: +86 22 8758 7199 ext. 8001
Mobile: +86 187 2248 7836
registrar@wellingtoncollegeintl.cn
www.wellingtoncollegeintl.cn
ཟ⍛⚫亵ള䱻ᆜṗ
㓘ẛ॰ѿᗭ䚉ਭ

InterMediaChina is Tianjin’s
premiere event planning company.
We will pinpoint the features that
can make your event a success and
ensure that your target audience is
reached through superb advertising
and promotion.

Room 607, International Building
No. 75, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2313 2522
Kindergartens
ཟ⍛ᰛᵢӰՐ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭള䱻ཝড়ᇚ Hopeland International

Tianjin Korean Chamber of
Commerce & Industry
1F, Feng Lin Hotel
No. 6, Binshui Xi Dao
Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2395 7991
ཟ⍛丟ളՐ
ᔶ॰ᇴ≪㾵䚉ਭᷡ᷍ᇴ侼ቸ

Education
International Schools
International School of Tianjin

Woori Bank

No. 177, Machang Dao
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2326 5642
ཟ⍛ཌള䈣ᆜ䲘ↂᗭ䈣䀶ѣᗹ
⋩㾵॰傢൰䚉ਭཟ⍛ཌള䈣ᆜ
䲘ਭᾲ

Weishan Lu, Jinnan District
Tel: +86 22 2859 2001
ള䱻ᆜṗཟ⍛࠼ṗ
⍛॰⍛ᗤኧ䐥

Tianjin International School
No. 1, Meiyuan Lu, Huayuan
Industrial Area, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 8371 0900
ཟ⍛ള䱻ᆜṗ
ᔶ॰㤇ӝѐ॰ẻ㤇䐥ਭ

Also arrange the following:
• Budgeting
• Selecting and reserving the event site
• Transportation and parking
To set up an event with
Kindergarten & Day Care Center InterMediaChina, please send
No. 46, Xiaguang Dao
e-mail to gm@intermediachina.com
Weijin Nan Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2392 3803
Catering Solutions
ަള䱻ᒲぐണ
ᔶ॰ড⍛䐥䵔ݿ䚉ਭ

Language Schools
Alliance Française de Tianjin
2F, Education Centre Building,
North gate of Balitai Campus,
Tianjin Normal University, Wujiayao
Street, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2354 0218/0229
ཟ⍛⌋ⴕ
⋩㾵॰੪ᇬデཝ㺍ᐾ㤹ཝᆜޡ䠂ਦ
ṗ॰्䰞ᮏ㛨ѣᗹཝᾲӂቸ

Care International Language
Training
Room 1402, bldg. 3, Chengji
Centre, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2737 3937
ࠥቊ䈣䀶ฯ䇣ѣᗹ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥䈐ะѣᗹਭᾲᇚ

Flo Prestige
No.37, Guangfu Road
Italian Style Town, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 2662 6688
⿅ᾲཌᇪㆌࡈ
⋩्॰ᝅཝ伄॰ݿགྷ䚉ਭ
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SERVICES
Hotels & Apartments

Tianjin Centre Residences

Apartments

No. 219, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 5868 2888
ཟ⍛ѣᗹޢሉ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ

Hotels
Crowne Plaza Tianjin Binhai
No. 55, Zhongxin Da Dao
Airport Industrial Park
Tel: +86 22 5867 8888
ཟ⍛┞⎭൙ٽߖⲽݿᰛ䞈ᓍ
グ⑥⢟⍷ࣖᐛ॰ѣᗹཝ䚉ਭ

Renaissance Tianjin Lakeview
Hotel

Ariva Tianjin No.36 Serviced
Apartment

No. 16, Binshui Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 5822 3388
нѳཟ⍛ᇴ侼
⋩㾵॰ᇴ≪䚉ਭ

No.36 Xikang Road
Heping District, Tianjin
Tel: +86 22 2352 3636
ᤑ㢴ѳਭᵃࣗޢሉ
ཟ⍛ᐸૂᒩ॰㾵ᓭ䐥ਭ

Golden Crown Hotel
No. 18, Nanjing Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2303 8866
䠇ⲽཝ䞈ᓍ
⋩㾵॰Ӣ䐥ਭ


Golden Ocean Hotel
No. 338, Nanjing Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2746 6666
䠇⌳ཝ䞈ᓍ
ᔶ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ

Holiday Inn Tianjin Riverside
Phoenix Shopping Mall
Haihe Dong Lu, Hebei District
Tel: +86 22 2627 8888
ཟ⍛⎭⋩ٽᰛ䞈ᓍ
⋩्॰⎭⋩ђ䐥ࠚࠦ䍮ᒵ൰


Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin
No. 66, Xinkai Lu, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2457 8888
ཟ⍛ཟ䈐ѳㅏьి䞈ᓍ
⋩ђ॰᯦ᔶ䐥ਭ

B-7F, FUTURE PLAZA, No, 103
WeidiLu, Hexi District
Tell: +86 22 5837 7185
्Ӣ⳾〇δཟ⍛εᗁᐾӁࣗᡶ
⋩㾵॰പ๚䚉ਭጦ≽ᒵ൰% ᓝйቸ

Astor Apartment

Sheraton Tianjin Hotel
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2731 3388
ཟ⍛ᶛⲱཝ䞈ᓍ
⋩㾵॰㍡䠇ኧ䐥

Logistics



Modena Residence Heping Tianjn

No. 37, Xining Dao, Heping District 
TEDA International Club Tianjin Tel: +86 22 2781 2288 
ཟ⍛ૂᒩ㠪㋴䞈ᓍޢሉ
No. 7, Fukang Lu, Nankai District
ૂᒩ॰㾵ᆷ䚉ਭ
Tel: +86 22 5869 5555
ཟ⍛⌦䗴ള䱻Ր侼
Sheraton Apartment
ᔶ॰གྷᓭ䐥ਭ
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2731 3388
ᶛⲱޢሉ
⋩㾵॰㍡䠇ኧ䐥

The Astor Hotel Tianjin
A Luxury Collection Hotel

Tian Bao International Hotel
No. 368, Jingmen Da Dao
Baoshui District
Tel: +86 22 2576 1588
ཟ⍛ཟؓള䱻䞈ᓍ
ؓい॰Ӣ䰞ཝ䚉ਭ

Tianjin Saixiang Hotel

No. 8, Meiyuan Lu, Huayuan
Industrial Area, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2376 8888
ཟ⍛䎑䊗䞈ᓍ
5DIÀHV7LDQMLQ
No. 219, Nanjing Lu, Heping District ᔶ॰㤇ӝѐ॰ẻ㤇䐥ਭ
Tel: +86 22 2321 5888
Hotels
ཟ⍛㧧֑༡䞈ᓍ
Best Western Byronn Hotel Tianjin
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ
No. 90, Xi’er Dao
Airport Industrial Park
Renaissance Tianjin Hotel
No. 105, Jianshe Lu, Heping District Tel: +86 22 8486 0000
ཟ⍛グ⑥ⲳӇ䞈ᓍ
Tel: +86 22 2302 6888
グ⑥⢟⍷ࣖᐛ॰㾵ӂ䚉ਭ
ཟ⍛┞⊕нѳ䞈ᓍ
ૂᒩ॰ᔰ䇴䐥ਭ

Beijing Yingke Law Firm
7LDQMLQ2I¿FH

No. 32, Tai’er Zhuang Lu
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2303 2888
亰ᗭޢሉ
ૂᒩ॰ਦݵᒺ䐥ਭ



No. 33, Tai’er Zhuang Lu, Heping District

Tel: +86 22 2331 1688
ཟ⍛亰ᗭཝ侣ᓍ䊠㋴䘿䞈ᓍ
Hotel Nikko Tianjin
Somerset International
No. 189, Nanjing Lu, Heping District ૂᒩ॰ਦݵᒺ䐥ਭ
Building Tianjin
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888
No, 75, Nanjing Lu
The Westin Tianjin
ཟ⍛ᰛ㡠䞈ᓍ
Heping District
No.
101,
Nanjing
Lu
Heping
District
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ
Tel: +86 22 2330 6666
Tel: +86 22 2389 0088

ཟ⍛ⴑള䱻ཝড়ᵃࣗޢሉ
ཟ⍛ੑ䲼့ᯥ≶䞈ᓍ
Hyatt Regency Jing Jin City
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ
Resort & Spa
No. 8, Zhujiang Da Dao
Zhouliang Zhuang, Baodi District
Tel: +86 22 5921 1234
Ӣ⍛᯦คࠥᛜ䞈ᓍ
ᇓන॰ઞ㢥ᒺ⨖⊕ཝ䚉ਭ


Law Firm

AGS Four Winds International
Movers
A1701 Vanke World Trade Plaza
129 Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2712 7759 
⡧䳼ᯥള䱻䘆䗉ᵃࣗᴿ䲆ޢਮ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭн〇ь䍮ᒵ൰
$ ᓝᇚ

LOGISTICSTIANJIN can provide
a full range of LOGISTICS
SERVICES:
ƒ,PSRUWDQG([SRUWVKLSPHQWV
ƒ3LFNXSGHOLYHUVKLSPHQWVDQG
documents
ƒ,QODQGFRQWDLQHUWUDQVSRUWDWLRQ
ƒ&XVWRPVFOHDUDQFH
ƒ,QVSHFWLRQDQGTXDUDQWLQH
declaration
ƒ:DUHKRXVLQJLQERQGHG]RQHV
For further details, send e-mail to
service@logisticstianjin.com

Somerset Olympic Tower Tianjin

No. 126, Chengdu Dao
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2335 5888
ཟ⍛ⴑྛ᷍९ށཝড়ᵃࣗޢ
ሉૂᒩ॰ᡆ䜳䚉ਭ

Printing Material

TIANJINPRINT is a 24-HOURS
professional printing service
provider. Provides the highest level
of service by employing the most
Somerset Youyi Tianjin
advanced equipment, superior
No. 35, Youyi Lu, Hexi District
customer service, and excellent
Tel: +86 22 2810 7888
quality control systems, to ensure
ཟ⍛ⴑਁ䉀ᵃࣗޢሉ
that customers receive the highest
⋩㾵॰ਁ䉀䐥ਭ
quality products and services.
Print, including design, prepress,
¿QLVKLQJELQGLQJDQGLQVHUWLQJ
TEDA International Club Tianjin For projects or inquiries, please
send e-mail
No. 7, Fukang Lu, Nankai District
to info@tianjinprint.com
Tel: +86 22 5869 5555
ཟ⍛⌦䗴ള䱻Ր侼ޢሉ
ᔶ॰གྷᓭ䐥ਭ
Promotional Products

PROMOTIANJIN is a traditional
promotional products agency
serving major corporations and nonJinbin International Hotel
7KH/DNHYLHZ7LDQMLQ0DUULRWW SUR¿WDJHQFLHVVLQFH%DVHGLQ
Tianjin, it has been actively serving
No. 135, Anshan Dao, Heping District Executive Apartments
DFFRXQWVLQ¿QDQFLDOVHUYLFHVKHDOWK
Tel: +86 22 8331 1818
No. 16, Binshui Dao, Hexi District
FDUHPHGLDQRQSUR¿WDGYHUWLVLQJ
ᲁ┞ള䱻ཝ䞈ᓍ
Tel: +86 22 5822 3322
cultural affairs and home and
ૂᒩ॰䷃ኧ䚉ਭ
ཟ⍛н䊠㺂᭵ޢሉ
LQGXVWULDOIXUQLVKLQJV¿HOGV0DLQ
⋩㾵॰ᇴ≪䚉ਭ
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services

health

clients are organizations of all sizes
6HUYLFHG2I¿FH
throughout China and abroad.
For further details, please send
The Executive Centre
e-mail to
29F, bldg. 2, The Exchange
gm@promotianjin.com
No. 189, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2318 5000
Real Estate
ཟ⍛ᗭӁࣗѣᗹ
Ӣ䐥ਭ⍛≽ᒵ൰ᓝቸ

CB Richard Ellis Tianjin
th

9 Floor, Unit 903, Tower 1
The Exchange, No.189
Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 2178
www.cbre.com.cn
ь䛜内⨼ԋཟ⍛࠼ޢਮ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ⍛≽ᒵ൰ߏᆍ
ᾲਭᾲቸঋݹ

DTZ Tianjin
th

12 Floor, Tower 1, The Exchange
No.189, Nanjing Road, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2313 9751
www.dtz.com/cn
ᡪᗭặ㺂ཟ⍛ࣔӁ༺
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ⍛≽ᒵ൰ਭᾲ
ቸ

-RQHV/DQJ/D6DOOH7LDQMLQ
Unit 3509, The Exchange Tower 1
No. 189, Nanjing Road
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 2233
www.joneslanglasalle.com
Ԩ䠅㚊㺂ཟ⍛࠼ޢਮ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ⍛≽ᒵ൰ߏᆍ
ᾲਭᾲᇚ

Savills Tianjin
Unit 2601-02, Centre Plaza, No.
188, Jiefang Road, Heping District
T: +86 22 5829 3388
www.savills.com
ㅢжའᒩᡪ㔪ᯥཟ⍛
ૂᒩ॰䀙᭴䐥ਭؗ䗴ᒵ൰ຊᾲ
ᇚ

Rentals

CAR/BUS Rental Services
in Tianjin and Beijing with
reasonable rates.
To make a reservation or enquiry,
please send e-mail to
info@chinabustravel.com or call
+86 135 0207 0987

Travel Agencies

Tianjin’s travel agency specializing
in tourism for foreigners
Tel: +86 159 2200 0555
E-mail:info@thestarstravel.com

Dental Clinics

Aichi International Dental Centre Hisense Plaza
No. 188, Jiefang Bei Lu
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2319 8888
⎭ؗᒵ൰
ૂᒩ॰䀙᭴䐥ਭ

Tianjin Dental Hospital

Block C, Modern Town, No. 108
Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2722 1111
Հࣵѯ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ⧦ԙค& ॰

No. 75, Dagu Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2711 9191
ཟ⍛ਙ㞊ॱ䲘
ૂᒩ॰ཝ⋳䐥ਭ

No.137, Dong Ma Lu,Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 5806 8888
҆ཟⲴ䍝
ᔶ॰ђ傢䐥ਭ

Tianjin Friendship Department Store
No. 21, Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 6086 0000
ཟ⍛ਁ䉀
⋩㾵॰ਁ䉀䐥ਭ

Tianjin China Travel Service

Dikara Spa
4F, Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin
No. 66, Xinkai Lu, Hedong District
Tel: +86 22 2457 8888 ext. 3910
䘠গ≪⯍ѣᗹ
⋩ђ॰᯦ᔶ䐥ਭཟ⍛ཟ䈐ѳㅏь
ి䞈ᓍቸ

Green Bamboo Well Being
Resort

Yamada Denki

Hospitals
Binhu Hospital of Chinese
Traditional Medicine
(Next to IG Supermarket)
Huanhu Nan Li, Ti Yuan Bei
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2330 0706
┞⒌ѣॱॱ䲘
⋩㾵॰։䲘्⧥⒌䠂
⍛ᐛ䎻ᐸ

Tianjin Children’s Hospital
No. 225, Machang Dao
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2351 85305
ݵㄛ⯻щ〇ॱ䲘
⋩㾵॰傢൰䚉ਭ

6-17, bldg. 17, Magnetic Capital
Binshui Xi Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 8378 8397 (English)
+86 136 0205 9458 (Attn: Elsa)
䶈ㄯุ䏩⯍⭕ޱ侼
ᇴ≪㾵䚉ᰬԙྛคѐᒵ൰ᓝቸ Tianjin Eye Hospital
Mon-Sun 08:00-17:00. No. 4 Gansu
ਭ
Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2731 3336
Heavenly Spa by Westin
ཟ⍛ᐸ〇ॱ䲘
6F, The Westin Tianjin
No.101, Nanjing Lu, Heping District ⋩㾵॰⧥⒌㾵䐥։䲘्
Tel: +86 22 2389 0088
့ᯥ≶ཟỜ≪⯍
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭཟ⍛ੑ䲼့ᯥ≶䞈
ᓍቸ

Isetan

LOTTE Department Store

No. 22, Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2810 9123
ཟ⍛ѣളള䱻㺂⽴
⋩㾵॰ਁ䉀䐥ਭ

Spas

Department Store

4F, Huaju Department Store
No. 72-74, Xikang Lu
Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8568 5606
⡧喵ਙ㞊ॱ⯍ѣᗹ
ૂᒩ॰㾵ᓭ䐥ਭᤈⲴ䍝ቸ

Tianjin China International
Travel Service

No. 16, Pingshan Dao, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2430 1330
ཟ⍛ᐸѣള㺂⽴
⋩㾵॰ᒩኧ䚉ਭ

shopping

Tianjin First Central Hospital
No. 24, Fukang Lu, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2362 6249
ཟ⍛ㅢжѣᗹॱ䲘
ᔶ॰གྷᓭ䐥ਭ

Tianjin Center, No.219, Nanjing Lu
Tel: +86 22 5835 8688
Ӑ傢䗴⭫ಞ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭཟ⍛ѣᗹค

Luxury Brands
ARMANI COLLEZIONI
1F, Hisense Plaza, No. 188
Jiefang Bei Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2319 8688
䱵⧑ቲ
ૂᒩ॰䀙᭴्䐥ਭ⎭ؗᒵ൰ቸ

Burberry
1F, Tianjin Friendship Department
Store, No. 21, Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 8837 8728
ᐪᇓ㦿
⋩㾵॰ਁ䉀䐥ਭཟ⍛ਁ䉀ড়ቸ

Gucci
1F, Hisense Plaza, No. 188
Jiefang Bei Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2319 8138
ਚ⩜
ૂᒩ॰䀙᭴्䐥ਭ⎭ؗᒵ൰ቸ

Guess

1-2F ISETAN, Block C, Modern Town
No. 108, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Oasis SPA at Sheraton
Tel: +86 22 2722 1111
1F, Sheraton Hotel Tianjin
ⴌቊᯥ
Tianjin
International
SOS
Clinic
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ⧦ԙค& ॰Հࣵ
)6KHUDWRQ+RWHO
Tel: +86 22 2731 3388 ext. 2227
ѯⲴ䍝ᾲ
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
ᶛⲱ㔵⍨
⋩㾵॰㍡䠇ኧ䐥ཟ⍛ᶛⲱཝ䞈ᓍቸ Tel: +86 22 2352 0143
Dior
ཟ⍛ള䱻δ6 2 6 ε㍝ᙛᮇᨪ䈀ᡶ
1F, Tianjin Friendship Department
⋩㾵॰㍡䠇ኧ䐥ཟ⍛ᶛⲱཝ䞈ᓍ Store, No. 21, Youyi Lu, Hexi District
ޢሉᾲቸ
Tel: +86 22 8837 1900
䘠ྛ
⋩㾵॰ਁ䉀䐥ਭཟ⍛ਁ䉀ড়ቸ
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shopping
Louis Vuitton
1F, Tianjin Friendship Department
Store, No. 21, Youyi Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 8837 8700
䐥᱉့ⲱ
⋩㾵॰ਁ䉀䐥ਭཟ⍛ਁ䉀ড়ቸ

SPORTS
Tianjin International Hot Spring
Golf Club
No. 5, Zhongxin Da Dao
Airport Industrial Park
Tel: +86 22 2489 0391
ཟ⍛ള䱻⋿儎ቊཡ҆ا䜞
グ⑥⢟⍷ࣖᐛ॰ѣᗹཝ䚉ਭ

Prada
1F, Hisense Plaza, No. 188, Jiefang
Bei Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2319 8198
Ფ䗴
ૂᒩ॰䀙᭴्䐥ਭ⎭ؗᒵ൰ቸ

Rolex
1F, Hisense Plaza, No. 188, Jiefang
Bei Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2319 8121
ࣩ࣑༡
ૂᒩ॰䀙᭴्䐥ਭ⎭ؗᒵ൰ቸ

Tianjin Pearl Beach
International Golf Country Club
Yingcheng Hu, Hangu District
Tel: +86 22 6720 1818
ཟ⍛嗏⎭ള䱻儎ቊཡҗᶇ҆ا䜞
≿⋳॰㩛ค⒌


Yang Liu Qing Golf Club
(Overpass the northern bridge)
Yijing Lu, Yang Liu Qing Zhen
Xiqing District
Tel: +86 22 2792 2792
ᶞḩ䶈儎ቊཡ҆ا䜞
㾵䶈॰ᶞḩ䶈䭽ж㔅䐥δӚẛ्ε

Swimming Pools
GLO Fitness & Health Club
Swimming Pool

Sheraton Hotel Tianjin
Swimming Pool
1F, Sheraton Hotel Tianjin
ZiJin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2731 3388
ᶛⲱ䞈ᓍ⑮〈⊖
⋩㾵॰㍡䠇ኧ䐥ཟ⍛ᶛⲱཝ䞈ᓍቸ

6F, Hotel Nikko Tianjin, No. 189
Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 8319 8888 ext. 3290
❋ڛᓭѣᗹ⑮〈⊖
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭཟ⍛ᰛ㡠䞈ᓍቸ Swimming Pool at Radisson

Plaza Hotel Tianjin
4F, Radisson Plaza Hotel Tianjin
No. 66, Xinkai Lu, Hedong District
5F, The Westin Tianjin
No.101, Nanjing Lu, Heping District Tel: +86 22 2457 8888
ཟ䈐ѳㅏьి䞈ᓍ⑮〈⊖
Tel: +86 22 2389 0088
⋩ђ॰᯦ᔶ䐥ਭཟ⍛ཟ䈐ѳㅏьి
့ᯥ≶ᇚ⑮〈⊖
䞈ᓍቸ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭཟ⍛ੑ䲼့ᯥ
≶䞈ᓍቸ

Swimming Pool by Westin

Golf Studios
Golf Clinic/LAB/Golf Fitness/
Pro Shop/Golf Club Coupons
B2, no. 92-1, Huaqiao Building
Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2392 1936
ਿਿ儎ቊཡ䈀ᯣѣᗹ
ૂᒩ॰Ӣ䐥ਭ໔ਭמཝড়% 

Golf Clubs

Gyms
Powerhouse Gym

Aroma (Tianjin) Golf Club
Green base, Guangang Senlin Park
Dagang District
Tel: +86 22 6328 5000
䱵㖍傢 ཟ⍛ 儎ቊཡ҆ا䜞
ཝ⑥॰ᇎ⑥ἤ᷍ޢണ㔵ौะ൦༺

Binjiang Shopping Center, Kaifeng Dao
Xiao Bai Lou (1902 Street)
Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2302 2008
ᇓ࣑䊠ڛ䓡҆ا䜞
⋩㾵॰ቅⲳᾲ┞⊕䍣⢟ѣᗹ

Fortune Lake Golf Club

Sheraton Hotel Fitness Center

Jinwang Lu, Jinghai Zhen
Regal Rivera Golf Club
Tel: +86 22 6850 5299
ཟ⍛ᶴ⊕ഘ⌀⒌儎ቊཡ⨹Ր
䶏⎭৵⍛⧁䐥

Inside Sheraton Hotel Tianjin
Zi Jin Shan Lu, Hexi District
Tel: +86 22 2731 3388 ext. 2228
ᶛⲱڛ䓡㗄ᇯѣᗹ
⋩㾵॰㍡䠇ኧ䐥ᶛⲱ侣ᓍ

G&G Golf Clinic/ Pro shop/
Club Fitting
Tianjin Sports Center
Binshui Xi Dao, Nankai District
Tel: +86 22 2392 1937
։㛨ѣᗹ儎ቊཡ
ᔶ॰ᇴ≪㾵䚉։㛨ѣᗹ

Westin Workout
5F, The Westin Tianjin
No. 101, Nanjing Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2389 0088
့ᯥ≶ڛ䓡侼®
Ӣ䐥ਭཟ⍛ੑ䲼့ᯥ≶䞈ᓍቸ

Start Point Fitness Club
Jingjin New Town
No. 1, Zhujiang Nan Lu, Baodi District
Tel: +86 22 2966 9266
ᑓᲥ儎ቊཡ҆ا䜞
ᇓන॰⨖⊕䐥ਭӢ⍛᯦ค

5F, New World of Friendship Building
No. 208, Binjiang Dao, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 2331 8222
䎭⛯ڛ䓡҆ا䜞
ૂᒩ॰┞⊕䚉ਭਁ䉀᯦ཟ൦ቸ

Tudor Gymnasium Club
8F, Center Plaza, No. 118
Jiefang Bei Lu, Heping District
Tel: +86 22 5829 8731
䜳䬄ڛ䓡҆ا䜞
ૂᒩ॰䀙᭴्䐥ਭؗ䗴ᒵ൰ቸ
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Lifestyle Listings

dining
TEDA & TANGGU
Brazilian
Salsa Churrasco
11F, Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin
No. 86, 1st Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6628 3388 ext. 2740
ᐪ㾵✝✚但
ᔶਇ॰ㅢжཝ㺍ਭཟ⍛┞⎭ٽᰛ
䞈ᓍቸ

Chinese
Wan Li Chinese Restaurant
2F, Renaissance Tianjin TEDA
Hotel & Convention Centre
No. 29, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6621 8888 ext. 6750
нѳ䖟ѣ但
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ਭཟ⍛нѳ⌦䗴
䞈ᓍՐ䇤ѣᗹቸ

Yue Chinese Restaurant
2F, Sheraton Tianjin Binhai Hotel
No. 50, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 6528 8888 ext.
6220/6222
䟽ᛜ䖟ѣ但
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ਭ
ཟ⍛┞⎭ᶛⲱ䞈ᓍቸ

Japanese
Sake n Sushi Bar

SERVICES
Western
Brasserie Restaurant
Renaissance Tianjin TEDA
Hotel & Convention Centre
No. 29, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6621 8888 ext. 3711
нѳ㾵但
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ਭཟ⍛нѳ⌦䗴
䞈ᓍՐ䇤ѣᗹ

Bene Italian Kitchen
2F, Sheraton Tianjin Binhai Hotel
No. 50, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 6528 8888 ext. 6230/6232
⨣ᝅཝ但
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ਭ
ཟ⍛┞⎭ᶛⲱ䞈ᓍቸ

Teppanyaki
Baiyi Teppanyaki
No. 2-1-6, King Buyer Shopping Mall
No. 32, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6629 5488
Ⲵж䫷ᶵ✝
ᔶਇ॰ㅢпཝ㺍ਭ呵⌦ԕ֦≽
ѐᒵ൰ਭ

Yupin Teppanyaki Restaurant
Royal Palace
No. 10, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6621 8038
ᗗ⌋ᕅ䫷ᶵ✝
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ਭᗗᲥണ

Tianjin TEDA Maple Leaf
International School
No. 71, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6622 6888
ཟ⍛⌦䗴ᷡਬള䱻ᆜṗ
ᔶਇ॰ㅢпཝ㺍ਭ

Kindergartens
Gymboree Play & Music

2F, bldg. 1, Golden Street Centre
Zhongxin Bei Lu, Tanggu District
Tel: +86 22 6636 7699
䠇ᇓ䍓
Feast All Day Dining Restaurant ຎ⋳॰ѣᗹ्䐥䱩ݿ䠇൦ѣᗹ
ਭᾲቸ
1F, Sheraton Tianjin Binhai Hotel
No. 50, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Exhibition Centre
Tel: +86 6528 8888 ext. 6210
ⴑᇪޞᰛ㾵但
Tianjin Binhai International
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ਭ
Convention & Exhibition Centre
ཟ⍛┞⎭ᶛⲱ䞈ᓍቸ
5th Avenue, TEDA

Parrot Restaurant & Bar
No. 88, Huanghai Lu, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6620 1663
咜呿㾵但䞈
ᔶਇ॰哺⎭䐥

Tel: +86 22 6530 2888
ཟ⍛┞⎭ള䱻Րኋѣᗹ
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӊཝ㺍

Dublin Irish Pub
No. 137, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6629 2963
ե᷍⡧ቊަ㾵但
ᔶਇ॰ㅢпཝ㺍ਭ

health
Spas
Touch Spa
2F, Renaissance Tianjin TEDA Hotel
& Convention Centre
No. 29, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6570 9504
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ਭཟ⍛нѳ⌦䗴
䞈ᓍՐ䇤ѣᗹ

Yue Spa
15F, Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin
No. 86, 1st Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6628 3388
ᔶਇ॰ㅢжཝ㺍ਭཟ⍛┞⎭ٽᰛ
䞈ᓍቸ

Dental Clinics
Aichi International Dental
Centre
Cuiheng Plaza
No. 211, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6629 1079
⡧喵ਙ㞊ॱ⯍ѣᗹ
ᔶਇ॰ㅢпཝ㺍ਭ㘖Ӟᒵ൰

Hotels
Hospitals

BARS

11F, Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin
No. 86, 1st Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6628 3388 ext. 2730
ስਮ
ᔶਇ॰ㅢжཝ㺍ਭཟ⍛┞⎭ٽᰛ
䞈ᓍቸ

Italian Restaurant

SERVICES

TEDA Hospitals
Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin
No. 86, 1st Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6628 3388
ཟ⍛┞⎭ٽᰛ䞈ᓍ
ᔶਇ॰ㅢжཝ㺍ਭ

No. 65, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6520 2000
⌦䗴ॱ䲘
ᔶਇ॰ㅢпཝ㺍ਭ


Western Hospital
Holiday Inn Express Tianjin Binhai 1F, Jiafu Garden, 2nd Avenue
TEDA Fashion Plaza
No. 11, Aoyun Lu, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 5988 8999
ཟ⍛┞⎭ᘡٽᰛ䞈ᓍ
ᔶਇ॰ྛ䘆䐥ਭ⌦䗴ᰬቐᒵ൰

TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6620 8676
ॱՐ侼
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ࣖᆐണᓋ

Golf Clubs
Tianjin Warner International
Golf Club

Happy Soho Live Music & Dance Bar

(Opposite of Central Hotel)
No. 16, Fortune Plaza
Third Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 2532 2078
⅘҆㤅㦭䞈
ᔶਇ॰ㅢпཝ㺍䍘ሂ᱕ᓝਭ
ѣᗹ䞈ᓍሯ䶘

RENAISSANCE TIANJIN TEDA
CONVENTION CENTRE HOTEL
No. 29, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6621 8888
ཟ⍛нѳ⌦䗴䞈ᓍՐ䇤ѣᗹ
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ਭ

Chamber

Education
International Schools
TEDA International School
No. 72, 3rd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6622 6158
⌦䗴ള䱻ᆜṗ
ᔶਇ॰ㅢпཝ㺍ਭ

Gyms
Champs Elysees
2F, Renaissance Tianjin TEDA
Hotel & Convention Centre
No. 29, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6621 8888
俏ΰѳ㡃ڛ䓡҆ا䜞
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ਭཟ⍛нѳ⌦䗴
䞈ᓍՐ䇤ѣᗹᾲ

Tianjin TEDA Chamber of
Commerce/International
Chambers of Commerce
A-2, Investment Service Centre
No. 19, Hongda Jie, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 2520 1071
ཟ⍛ᔶਇ॰Րള䱻Ր
ᔶਇ॰ᇅ䗴㺍ਭᣋ䍺ᵃࣗѣᗹ$ 

No. 1, Nanhai Lu, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 2532 6009
ཟ⍛㓩儎ቊཡ҆ا䜞
ᔶਇ॰⎭䐥ਭ

Sheraton Tianjin Binhai Hotel
No. 50, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6528 8888
Fax: +86 22 6528 8899
ཟ⍛┞⎭ᶛⲱ䞈ᓍ
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ਭ
http://sheraton.com/tianjinbinhai

Holiday Inn Binhai Hotel
Fitness Centrer

15F, Holiday Inn Binhai Tianjin
No. 86, 1st Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 6628 3388 ext. 2960
ཟ⍛┞⎭ٽᰛ䞈ᓍڛ䓡ѣᗹ
ᔶਇ॰ㅢжཝ㺍ਭཟ⍛┞⎭ٽᰛ
TEDA International Hotel & Club 䞈ᓍቸ
No. 8, 2nd Avenue, TEDA
Tel: +86 22 2532 6000
⌦䗴ള䱻䞈ᓍ᳞Ր侼
ᔶਇ॰ㅢӂཝ㺍ਭ

To include your advertising in the next issue, please write to FODVVL¿HG#EXVLQHVVWLDQMLQFRP before the 15th day of the current month.
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Review

Brasserie Flo comes to Tianjin
Classic French food, excellent value
By Wang Na

S

teeped in a hundred-year
history of French catering,
Brasserie Flo softly opened its
second Asia branch in July in
the exotic Tianjin Italian Style Town. The
grand opening will be in September.
Asia’s first branch opened in Beijing
12 years ago, and it quickly became
the favourite French restaurant of
Beijing magazines The Beijinger and
CityWeekend. Now, Tianjin residents
can savor the authentic, classic
French cuisine – oysters, snail, foie
gras and more – close to home.
The Chinese name of Brasserie Flo is Fu
Lou (⽣ὐ), which sounds like a typical
Chinese restaurant with the meaning
of good fortune. Brasserie Flo is the
first brasserie concept restaurant in
Tianjin. The term “brasserie” means
“beerhouse” in French and is a
casual, relaxed place for people to
enjoy delectable food and excellent
service at affordable prices.
The design of Brasserie Flo in Tianjin
is an inspirational copy of the
Brasserie La Coupole in Paris that
Jean-Paul Bucher restored 40 years
ago. Upon entering Brasserie Flo,
one immediately sees the straight
geometric Art Deco designs and the
floral and plant-inspired motifs of
Art Nouveau. The room is elegant,
quiet, and tables are well-spaced.

The Brasserie Spirit refers to the
consistent excellence in food and
service that the team provides to
each guest. Tianjin servers, just
as in Paris, are taught to be “star
per formers” as soon as dining
service starts. They are required to
speak simple French phrases, like
bonjour, au revoir, and bon appetit to
transport guests to Paris.
For businesspeople, Brasserie Flo
is an ideal place to meet. A book
called The Art of the Business Lunch:
Building Relationships between 12
and 2, by Robin Jay, refers to the
importance of having lunch with
your business partners. He said that
breaking bread breaks barriers. We
spend so much time on the phone
and corresponding via e-mail; lunch
gives us the opportunity to expand
contacts and learn things about
potential clients that can help us in
the future.
“Brasserie Flo Power Lunch menu
has a lot of success in Beijing,” said
Camille Chanlair, the restaurant’s
marketing manager. “It is your perfect
choice for a successful lunch with
your colleagues or business partners
in an elegant atmosphere with five
star service. At lunchtime Brasserie
Flo guarantees to serve you in just 45
minutes 2 courses when you order
from the Power Lunch menu.”

The menu is created by Executive
Chef Bertrand Combe, and changed
every two weeks based on three
basic criteria: fresh ingredients
handpicked from local market, a
balanced menu rich in nutrients and
fresh natural flavors, and a variety of
imaginative dishes and novel exotic
tastes. The Power Lunch menu is
priced at 88 CNY for two courses,
118 CNY for three, and 148 CNY for
four courses from 12:00 to 14:30
during the weekday include coffee
or tea.
Brasserie Flo has other set menus.
Menu Brasserie, a 3-course menu
with amuse bouche (298 CNY per
person) is available all the time;
Prestige Dinner Menu (from 158
CNY ); and Weekend Lunch Menu
(138 CNY).
Brasserie Flo Tianjin will celebrate
Chinese Valentine’s Day on 6 August.
For that romantic day Brasserie Flo
will prepare a special menu, complete
with a glass of champagne and a
heart-shaped chocolate cake! And for
each lucky woman dining that day,
Flo will offer one rose and one surprise
gift box! Don’t miss it.
Brasserie Flo Tianjin ⋹⽣ὐ⊩令ख़
Address: No. 37, Guangfu Dao, Italian Style Town, Hebei District
⊇࣫ऎᛣ߽亢ᚙऎܝ䘧ো
Tel: +86 22 2662 6688
Hours: 11:30am-11:00pm
88 CNY to 300 CNY per person.
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Book Review

What Is Global Leadership?
.H\%HKDYLRUV7KDW'H¿QH*UHDW*OREDO/HDGHUV
By Ernest Gundling, Terry Hogan and Karen Cvitkovich
Reviewed by Susan Salzbrenner

The newly published What is Global Leadership? is based on recent research conducted
with exemplary global leaders in Asia, Europe, the Middle East, Africa and North America
who represent a variety of industries – semiconductors, telecommunications, manufacturing, health care, pharmaceuticals, energy and retail. The leaders’ perspectives are captured
with anecdotes and stories about what it takes to be great on the global front.
When the authors set out to conduct their research, they were motivated to address the
Language: English
very question reflected in the book’s title: What is global leadership? It turns out that Hardcover: 448 pages
many companies around the world are missing a key point: that global leadership is dif- Price: 250 CNY + Shipping
ferent from leadership in a domestic operation. The global economy requires a new set of
leadership skills – imbued with a global mindset, cross-functional, and effective across cultures and nationalities –
that were not as critical even a decade ago.
The book summarizes the findings of their research and presents 10 behaviors identified as critical to leadership
success in international settings: Cultural Self-Awareness, Invite the Unexpected, Results through Relationships,
Frame Shifting, Expanding Ownership, Developing Future Leaders, Adapting and Adding Value, Core Values and
Flexibility, Influencing across Boundaries and Third Way Solutions. The behaviors themselves are surprisingly fresh
and novel, reflecting the truly global nature of the research behind it. The presentation of the research includes stories and quotes from the leaders and interweaves case studies and scientific studies on culture, all of which serve to
challenge the reader’s own notions of leadership. In this, the authors succeed in breaking away from typical Western-centric leadership models and leverage the perspectives of a uniquely diverse participant group to break new
territory with this book.
In addition to providing a detailed description of each behavior, the authors demonstrate how these can be applied
in the context of leadership development programs, executive coaching, global teams and leader-led action learning. First-hand testimonials and best practice examples from some of today’s top global organizations show how
these behaviors look “on the ground”. Whether one is leading an entire organization, a business unit or a geographically dispersed team, this book is an important resource for developing global leadership talent and defining leadership for the new global economy.
If you want to purchase this book, please send an email to BOOKS@INTERMEDIACHINA.COM, we will deliver the book to your door.

Quotations of the month
Life is 10% what happens to you and 90% how you react to it. - Charles Swindoll
Forgiveness is the fragrance that the violet sheds on the heel that has crushed it. - Mark Twain
Wherever you go, no matter what the weather, always bring your own sunshine. - Anthony J. D'Angelo
(GXFDWLRQLVZKHQ\RXUHDGWKH¿QHSULQW([SHULHQFHLVZKDW\RXJHWLI\RXGRQ W - Pete Seeger
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Last Word

Controlling Information
By Mike Cormack

T

wo stories regarding the
Chinese internet have
piqued my interest this
month. First, Microsoft ’s
Bing will provide English-language
search results for Baidu in a deal
sure to shake up the search engine
scene. With English search requests
in China expanding, and with
Google’s self-defenestration last
year now giving it just 19.2% of the
total market by revenue in the first
quarter of 2011, this looks set to
ensure Baidu’s dominance. Teaming
up with Bing will take away perhaps
the sole reason for Chinese surfers
to use Google, namely, to search
in English. Currently, Bing is littleused in China, listing amongst
“others” with 2.8% market share.
This therefore looks a great move by
Microsoft to promote and expand
Bing, which is already gaining on
Google worldwide, growing from

9.7% of US market share in May
2010 to 17% in May 2011.
This also looks a real victory for
Microsoft’s “softly-softly ” China
diplomacy. Despite the massive
pirating of Windows and Office
software (I have never seen an
authentic copy in China), Microsoft
has never complained about
intellectual property infractions, nor
raised any dissenting voice about
censorship, self and otherwise. As
business tactics, these have worked
well: protesting about aspects of
operating in China has certainly
done Google no favours, regardless
what you think of their ethical
stance. Whether this will lead to
increased purchases of MS Windows
and Office in China remains to be
seen, but it does seem to suggest
that for foreign companies in China,
you like it or lump it.

An interesting take on this comes
from the Hidden Harmonies
China blog. Stating that 19.2% of
search revenue in China is still an
“enormous” volume of searches,
they suggest that information flow
to China from the USA is far greater
than flow to the USA from China.
Who in the US uses Baidu? Thus,
they argue, there’s no need to police
and control information flows in
the US, because US consumers do
it themselves. This is not an idea I
agree with, but it’s at least a different
perspective. Information flows are
just one expression of hegemony,
perhaps the modern equivalent of
capital flows during the colonial era.
And with US net surfers on top of an
apex they may barely even perceive,
it will seem only natural to them to
stay within their own information
borders. Other countries may have
different views on this.
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Second, the thorny issue of foreign
ownership of Chinese internet
companies remains. After Jack
Ma’s transfer of Alipay from Alibaba
Group (40% owned by Yahoo!) to
a company owned by himself –
apparently to get around regulations
forbidding foreign ownership of key
internet companies operating in
areas such as banking or finance –
this became a live issue, with firms
fearing expropriation in the name
of security or protectionism. The
transfer has focused the attention
of foreign capital on the risks of
operating in China, at a time when
there are already fears of an internet
bubble and accounting standards.
Although agreement seems to
have been reached between
A l i b a b a , Ya h o o ! a n d S o f t b a n k
(which owns 30% of Alibaba), the
issues of security and sovereignty
remain. Two researchers from the
Chinese Academy of Social Sciences
published an article in Study Times,
a publication of the Communist
Par t y S chool, giving a clue to
government thinking:
Th e co m b i n a t i o n o f c a p i t a l
and the Internet is a mighty
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controlling power. The Internet
is a special industry – once it is
controlled by foreign capital, the
impact could be severe. So far
the issue of control has not been
given sufficient attention.
If we judge by the indicator that
a foreign control of over 20%
stake is relatively controlled,
and over 50% is majorityowned, then most Chinese
Internet companies that are
listed offshore are controlled
by international capital.
International capital thus
controls our Internet industry.
(N.B. Many Chinese internet
companies are listed in the USA
using variable interest entities set up
to locate companies in tax havens
such as the Cayman Islands or the
Virgin Islands). This is not, of course,
an official statement or policy. But it
does give insight into considerations
of the Chinese internet industry:
saying that foreign ownership
“impact could be severe” suggests
a strengthening in protectionist
sentiment, at the least. I t also
highlights the fascinating process
of the internationalising, liberalising

effects of capital interacting with
the centralising, dominating force
of bureaucratic power. While capital
has its own momentum – always
seeking to open up fresh markets
and free itself from government
oversight – the Chinese government
obviously feels the internet is a key
strategic industry of which it must
retain control. The recent spate of
IPOs in Chinese internet companies
might therefore be a short-term
phenomenon.
Does this mean there will be further
“transfers”? That’s impossible to
answer at the moment. What does
seem likely is that further tightening
of internet controls are on the way,
not just of content but of ownership
and control. These might include
areas such as limitations on foreign
shareholding, stronger regulation
and oversight, and restrictions
on share sensitive areas (such as
mapping, social networking sites
or financial transactions). In this
light, Microsoft’s alliance with Baidu
seems not only a good deal, but a
tremendous seal of approval.

